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1. MAPS
The vision for the Downtown Multimodal Study is a plan for Downtown St. Louis that supports a robust multimodal
system where users of all ages and abilities feel safe, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and motorists,
and promotes economic growth, community development, better air quality and improved public health. As
such, the project team identified early on within the project that, in an effort to provide safely for all modes of
transportation, a hierarchy of streets within the Downtown street network should be established. This hierarchy
does not mean that all modes cannot travel on all streets, rather it means that certain modes of transportation
should be considered priority on certain corridors and that investments in those modes should be considered with
all future transportation infrastructure investments.
While the project team developed this hierarchy of streets concept early in the planning phases, initial maps
outlining data inventory within the Downtown Core were used in the first public engagement week in April 2017.
These maps are outlined below, with a full version included on an electronic file transfer for the City of St. Louis.
The purpose of these maps was to identify any areas of opportunity as well as any areas that presented
challenges for multimodal transportation within the Downtown core. Additionally, the maps detailed current
transit infrastructure, planned and existing bike infrastructure, traffic control and traffic counts as collected by the
project team.
All maps outlined here are included as an electronic file in full size as a submission to the City of St. Louis. The
maps are found printed as 11x17 in the printed version as an attachment to the document.
ENGAGEMENT WEEK 1 MAPS
To start the engagement process, the team developed important factors to consider within the Downtown
Multimodal plan (as discussed in the planning document). Additionally, we wanted to start to get feedback on
areas of opportunity as well as challenges within the Downtown Study Area. The team identified existing and
planned networks for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users and motorists. These networks were mapped on the
study area and used as reference points during the discussions during engagement week 1. The full engagement
week summary is found in the engagement appendix. Note the study area originally stopped at 4th Street but
was extended to the River to incorporate the connection to Laclede’s Landing as well as the recently renovated
Gateway Arch Park.

Bike Map:
The bike map used for the first
engagement week identifies bike
facilities that are on the ground in
Downtown St. Louis as well as planned
routes included within the Gateway Bike
Plan, St. Louis City network. Currently
within the Downtown Study limits, bike
facilities are limited to shared lane
markings, Bike St. Louis Signage, and a
few more separated facilities. The routes
that include more than shared lane
markings are:
- Chestnut
Street
parking
Current Bike St. Louis Wayfinding (left); Completed LKS Cycle Track (center); Downtown Bike
Commuter Station (right)
protected bike lane: 20th to 4th
- Chouteau Bike lanes in the entire
study limit
- Jefferson Avenue Bike lanes : Chouteau to Market
- Lenore K. Sullivan Cycle Track on the Riverfront
- Downtown Bike Commuter Station
A1 –
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Engagement Week 1 – Bike Network Map

Transit Map
While Metro Transit updates their
bus service on a quarterly basis,
the transit map identified current
bus routes within the Downtown
core as well as stop locations and
other
significant
transit
investment such as the Civic
Center Station and the existing
Red and Blue Metrolink lines that
run within the Downtown Core. At
the start of our engagement for
the Downtown Multimodal Plan,
there were significant transit
planning projects taking place.
Our team worked to incorporate
the effort of these projects within
our study, coordinating directly

Current Downtown Trolley (left); Current Downtown Metro & Trolley Signage (right)
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with Metro and their selected consultants for the work. These two planning studies are the Northside Southside
Metrolink Alignment and the Metro Re-imagined Bus Service plan. Both are further elaborated on the current
planning efforts section of this appendix. Downtown also currently has its own trolley loop (decorative wrapped
Metrobus) that operates with 20-minute headways in Downtown.

Engagement Week 1 – Transit Network Map

Traffic Control, Counts & One-way streets
To better understand vehicular flow, the team created a map of motorist
information to use during the first engagement week. This map included
information on street direction (many within the Central Business District are
one-way), traffic counts (data collected in 2016), and traffic signal
locations. This map was helpful in establishing routes for convenient
vehicular access into and out of Downtown as well as traffic patterns and
average daily traffic (ADT). In addition to reviewing this map at the
engagement week, the core study team worked with CBB Operations
Staff, currently overseeing the Traffic Information Center in the City (colocated at the real time crime center) to verify popular vehicular routes for
moving traffic into Downtown for special events and large festivals. We
also used this map in our discussion with the Office of Special Events to get

Washington Ave. at the Convention
Center
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an idea for what routes are closed to motorists during large races, parades, and other events that close streets
to vehicular traffic.

Engagement Week 1 – Vehicular Network Map

ENGAGEMENT WEEK 2 MAPS
Following the first week of engagement, the multimodal planning team was able to move forward to start
developing goals, objectives, strategies and elements that were in line with the final Multimodal Plan Vision.
Quickly emerging from this list of recommendations is the idea that with the development of a hierarchy of streets
in Downtown, we can better accommodate all modes of transportation, thereby enhancing the opportunity for
multimodal connections and circulation and assisting with more informed transportation decisions.
A hierarchy of streets is the idea that, due to limited ROW space, we should prioritize certain transportation modes
on certain corridors. Better connecting destinations such as jobs, education, recreation, and other major points
of interest through a tiered network of various improvements. It should be noted that this does not mean you
cannot chose your mode of travel on every street. However, it does mean that on streets where we prioritize
pedestrians, for example, we design the street in a way that encourages pedestrian foot traffic and makes it the
ideal route to take. A pedestrian street is one that has the potential for ground floor retail, enhanced landscaping,
better pedestrian scale wayfinding, updated lighting, and many more elements that encourage a strong user
experience for everyone ages eight to 80. Often times, travelling by footis not as much about the destination as
it is about the journey and the personal experience you have with your City along the way.
In addition to the hierarchy by mode, a tiered approach in facility recommendations was included for each
mode of transportation. While the tiers differ slightly in what they represent by mode (and are elaborated on with
A1 –
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the description for each map) the idea is that Tier 1 represents priority routes, with tier 2 and 3 representing
secondary routes. The tiers are the idea that different levels of treatment may still be appropriate for priority
routes, but by varying the level of infrastructure investment, the City can capitalize on a more robust and
complete multimodal network in Downtown St. Louis.
Pedestrian Map
As discussed in the plan, a tiered approach within the hierarchy of streets helps the City prioritize infrastructure
investment. The pedestrian map shown here maps out tier 1 and tier 2 routes. While these routes will have similar
treatments such as enhanced wayfinding, unique branding, public art and many other amenities outlined in the
pedestrian appendix, certain routes can be seen as priorities (tier 1) before others (tier 2). These routes were
identified as important ways for pedestrians to move around Downtown that may also have the highest potential
for new or re-development and be seen as corridors that connect to major destinations and attractions. For the
pedestrian routes, the team developed tier 1 and tier 2 pedestrian routes. While the routes should receive the
same treatments, tier 1 routes represent routes that should be prioritized sooner over tier 2 routes, with a higher
level of investment as funding available for implementation. For example, while there may be public furniture
(benches and trash cans) on both routes, there may be more of them placed on Tier 1 routes. While there may
be cameras on both Tier 1 and Tier 2 routes, perhaps a higher level of monitoring would be present on the Tier 1
routes.
While this does not mean that you are not free to walk on every street within Downtown, it does mean that if we
can enhance the pedestrian experience on certain corridors, we can bring life to the street and enhance the
pedestrian journey. With more pedestrians, motorists will begin to think of the street differently, which may help
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cause a better motorist behavior and also work to prioritize pedestrians during any street closures or utility and
construction work.
Bike Map
The tiered approach to the bike map is different from the pedestrian map as the tiered network discusses
preferred routes and facility types. More detail is covered about the bike network and bicycle facility type in the
Downtown Bike plan in the Modes appendix section. Brief tier descriptions are included here.
• Tier 1 – physically separated, raised cycle track
• Tier 2 – separated bicycle facility
• Tier 3 – on street markings, enhanced wayfinding, traffic calming (calm Streets)
The bike map provides connections to other transportation options as well as the important locations within the
downtown core. By using this tiered approach, the safety of cycling within Downtown can be enhanced.
Additionally, with the recent launch of bike share, it is important to provide facilities for all levels of cyclists,
especially those that do not feel comfortable cycling on the road.
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Transit Map
During the planning process for the Downtown Multimodal Study, Metro Transit was embarking on a plan to
revamp bus service and upgrade the existing bus network in St. Louis, Metro Reimagined
(http://www.metrostlouis.org/reimagined/). The goal of this update was to make more efficient use of routes that
are well travelled to enhance frequency on these important routes that offer many connections and access to
goods and services. Our planning team met with Metro representatives to discuss their plan and work with them
on developing a tiered approach to the transit network in Downtown St. Louis. Similar to the pedestrian and
bicycle networks, the transit network includes a tiered approach as well as the inclusion of a hyper-local circulator
and the Metrolink alignments. These are mapped in the transit network map on the next page.
Tier 1 on the transit map indicates routes that are priority routes for transit to operate on. These are corridors that
currently carry routes with high ridership, have the capacity to operate with fast frequencies, and have received
significant investment in public transit (e.g. 14th Street & Civic Center Transfer Center). Additionally, tier 1 corridors
should offer upgraded pedestrian amenities as every transit trip begins and ends with a walk. These amenities
include enhanced bus shelters, better pedestrian and transit wayfinding, public art/placemaking components,
and many more elements that are further elaborated in the Elements appendix. Tier 2 transit corridors would have
similar treatments, but at a lower level of investment. These are seen as great corridors to move transit but would
not have as high a level of investment as compared to tier 1 corridors. Similar to the tier 1 transit corridors, if tier 2
corridors are to experience higher levels of pedestrians using transit, updated amenities should be included on
that corridor.
The last item shown on the transit map is the Metrolink. Currently, both the red and blue Metrolink lines operate
in Downtown St. Louis with six stations in Downtown: Union Station, Civic Center, Stadium, 8th & Pine, Convention
Center, & Laclede’s Landing. Also taking place during this planning process is the updated feasibility study for
the addition of the Northside – Southside Metrolink Alignment (http://www.northsidesouthsidestl.com/). The
proposed Downtown alignment for that project is included in this map. While the feasibility study is looking at
potential route changes outside of the Downtown study limits, the addition of this on-street, center running light
rail is an important component of the Downtown Multimodal Plan. The addition of the north-south Metrolink is a
priority for the City, and the updated corridors, with this facility included, were considered thoroughly with the
creation of our multimodal network.
The NS-SS Metrolink study had not culminated at publication of this plan. However, potential expansion routes
are indicated as priority transit routes, and overlaid with one proposed alignment for the NS-SS Metrolink
expansion. Upon completion of that plan, the City should coordinate with Metro on the priority of both transit
and pedestrian priorities on these routes. Further analysis of roadway configurations and cross section design will
be required in an engineering phase where these routes overlap with bike routes.
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Vehicular Map
The final mode map that we developed for our hierarchy of streets is the vehicular network. While we want to
ensure Downtown is a vibrant and safe place for walking, biking and transit users, we must also ensure that
Downtown is easily accessible for employees, visitors, tourists, and other motorist traffic spending time within
Downtown St. Louis. Downtown is the cultural and economic center of the reason, attracting millions of visitors
and tourists each year and playing home to many members of the St. Louis workforce employed within the
Downtown core. Much of this population may not live in St. Louis City or St. Louis County and needs to access
Downtown with a motor vehicle. Additionally, Downtown is host to two major league sports teams (the St. Louis
Cardinals and the St. Louis Blues), houses the St. Louis Convention Center, and multiple hotels, meeting spaces
and other attractions. These major attractions, that may be considered special events, are a fairly normal
occurrence and should be considered for connecting motorists to Downtown.
For the vehicular map, we developed a tiered approach, as well. Tier 1 routes are identified as primary routes for
moving motor vehicles. These routes connect the Downtown to interstates and include design and operations
elements that favor motor vehicles (as indicated on the next page). Additionally, tier 1 routes should remain open
to motor vehicle traffic at all times to preserve detour and diversion routes in the event of an emergency,
construction, or major roadway incident. Tier 2 routes are secondary routes for moving motor vehicles and also
focus attention on connecting motorists from Downtown to the interstates. Roadway widths are smaller, and
design and operations standards are split among modes. Additionally, these routes do not need to be preserved
for diversion or detour routes.
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Target Design Speed Criteria
(Downtown Vehicular Routes)

Tier

1
1

Target Design
Speed

Criteria

25mph

Located in the CBD
High pedestrian volumes
Overlaps with priority route for walking, biking, transit

30mph

Located outside of the CBD
Not identified on pedestrian, bike or transit map
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2. TRAFFIC COUNTS
While the multimodal plan was occurring, CBB Signal Operations team was working on upgrading a traffic signal
timing plan to more efficiently move motor vehicles in Downtown St. Louis. As a part of this plan, the team
collected a number of traffic counts. We were able collaborate with that project, ensuring that
recommendations in this plan are implementable options and realistic solutions.
SIGNAL TIMING PROJECT INFORMATION
A primary objective of this study was to create signal timing plans that would provide for the efficient progression
of through traffic without creating excessive intersection delays. However, these goals are inversely related; i.e.,
as more signal time is devoted to the primary route to optimize progression, less time is available for cross streets,
and delays increase accordingly. It was therefore necessary to determine the cycle lengths, splits, and offsets
that would provide the greatest balance between short intersection delays and efficient progression for the study
corridor.
An extensive amount of information is needed to perform detailed arterial analyses. Data collection for this
project consisted of comprehensive traffic counts, intersection inventories and field observations in order to
establish a database of the corridor’s traffic characteristics. Field measurements included travel time delay
studies.
As an initial step in the process, manual turning movement counts were collected at fifty downtown intersections
for a typical weekday from 7:00 am to 9:00 am and 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm. The counts were performed during the
spring of 2017. Thirty-eight additional counts were collected from previous studies in the area to amass nearly
ninety manual turning movement counts. Using the data collected, the peak hours were determined to be 7:308:30 am and 4:30-5:30 pm for the morning and afternoon periods, respectively. The manual count locations are
illustrated on the next page.
It was determined that new timing plans would be appropriate for the morning, midday and afternoon periods.
Additionally, the weekday midday plan could accommodate the weekend peak periods. Finally, since all of
the downtown intersections operate as pre-timed signals, the weekday midday plan would operate overnight.
As a primary task in this project, signal timing plans and progression analyses were prepared for the downtown
corridors using the Synchro software package. Synchro utilizes an optimization procedure that attempts to
minimize the system’s overall delays. The optimal cycle length, phasing splits, and offsets can be derived for a
given time period by comparing the relative measures of effectiveness (system’s total stops, delays, unserved
vehicles, average speeds, and estimated queuing) for each alternative. Several cycle length options were
chosen for each scenario and studied in greater detail. Specifically, time-space diagrams were prepared for
each chosen cycle length wherein the ability to provide adequate progression through the corridors was
considered. The cycle length that best served the system was chosen for each time period.
The input parameters necessary for the analyses included peak hour traffic volumes, roadway geometrics (lane
width, storage bay lengths, number of storage lanes, etc), and all signal timing parameters (including actuated
settings). Once completed, Synchro’s output reports are utilized to develop timing plans for entry into the signal
controller.
The recommended timing plans will be installed in the controllers in the summer of 2018. A series of observations
will be performed to determine the need for any additional adjustments to the splits or offsets. Offsets are typically
adjusted in an effort to fine-tune progression and minimize the remaining number of stops.
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3. INFRASTRUCTURE INVENTORY
ABOUT DATA COLLECTION
Civil Design Inc., (CDI) completed a thorough inventory of existing conditions in Downtown St. Louis. The following
technical memorandum is included and outlines the categories in which data was collected as well as the data
collection process.
CBB engaged CDI following the first week of stakeholder engagement to collect necessary data for
recommendations to implement multimodal improvements in the Downtown core. The categories in which data
was captured is the result of discussions amongst the core team members following the first week of engagement
and determining where more detailed information was needed.
All of these infrastructure reports and electronic files (GIS) have been delivered electronically to the City of St.
Louis. Adding this information to the existing inventory of data at the City will assist with prioritizing future
transportation projects and identify gaps in the network for enhanced access.
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4. IMMEDIATE OPPORTUNITIES

As evidenced by the previous section, it is clear the City is working hard to promote multimodal transportation
options in St. Louis. However, there is still work to be done, and this plan identifies areas for improvement within
Downtown St. Louis. While some recommendations included in here are high cost infrastructure projects, there
are a handful of immediate opportunities for the City of St. Louis to consider. These immediate opportunities are
identified here to offer initial ideas on lower cost, near term projects as well as potential policy initiatives that will
allow for the implementation of some of the longer-term recommendations. While this list consists of general ideas
that can be implemented quickly and policies toward which steps can be taken, we have identified specific
areas for implementation of some of these ideas in Appendix 4: Focus Areas and Conceptual Drawings.
Immediate Project Opportunities
1. Increased Bike Parking
In addition to providing good on-street
bicycle facilities to enhance safety of bicycle
trips,
providing
bike
infrastructure
at
destinations is an important factor in
promoting bike commuting. People want to
know their bicycle is safe while it is parked and
want convenient parking located in proximity
to important destinations as well as
convenient to necessary goods and services.
By increasing bike parking that is safe and
located in well-lit and convenient areas, St.
Louis can encourage cycling as a more viable
commute option. We have identified six ways
to increase bike parking immediately within
Downtown St. Louis.
Above: a colorful painted bike corral in San Francisco, CA

•

Street Department rack program
advertisement – partner with local
groups that have an interest in cycling,
sustainability and planning to reach new
users interested in installing bike racks.

•

Bike corral expansion – implement more
bike corrals at important destinations
within the Downtown core.

•

Bike Share coordination – work with bike
share companies to implement bike
share ‘station areas’ that are easily
identified as convenient places to park
bike share bikes.

•

New developments – work with new
developments to ensure bike parking
meets the current bike parking
ordinance, and work to encourage more
bike parking, as well as additional bike
commuting amenities, such as showers.

•

Downtown Bike Commuter Station – promote the Downtown bike commuter station to major
employment and attraction hubs in Downtown. Offer incentives for St. Louis City employees utilizing the
Downtown Bike Commuter station.

•

Additional parking at transit stops – encourage multimodal trips by enhancing secure bike parking at
convenient locations near Metrolink and Metrobus stops.

Below: Seattle Dockless bike share parking area
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2. Parklets
A parklet is a sidewalk extension
that offers more public space; an
area with more amenities for
people that are using the street.
Parklets typically take up one – two
on-street parking spaces and are
intended as a place for people to
stop and enjoy their environment
and their community. Parklets offer
places for people to sit, rest,
participate in activities, enjoy
public art, and occasionally serve
as
a
place
that
may
accommodate additional bike
parking. These spaces are low cost
and relatively easy to implement
where on-street parking exists. Our
recommendation is to utilize onstreet parking spots on Tucker and
on Washington to look for pilot Parklets, Chicago, IL
Parklet projects. Coordination between the Street Department and the Treasurer’s office is an initial first step
in securing the parking spot permanently. Following that coordination, the City should work with adjacent
ground floor development in developing ideas for what to include in the parklet spot. Solicitations for ideas
can also be down through the Downtown Neighborhood Association and DowntownSTL. Additionally,
maintenance agreements should be in place prior to implementation to ensure the quality and sustainability
of these Parklets. We have mapped out where Parklets make sense initially, with the idea that the program
may grow with increased interest.
3. Lighting Updates
LED lighting can immediately enhance the feeling of
security within a place, and the City should consider
replacing all street lighting within the Downtown
Core with LED bulbs. In addition to replacing street
lights with LED Bulbs, DowntownSTL is currently
working on a project – #LightMySTL to add curved
LED light strips to the top of light poles. These strips
can be programmed to change color via a secure
wireless network and will help enhance a sense of
place in Downtown. Building off this effort, will
encourage a Downtown that is friendlier to all St.
Louis residents.
4. Ramps & Pedestrian Signals
Downtown should be accessible to all residents and visitors, regardless of ability or age. As such, working to
identify immediate ADA upgrades is another opportunity for the City to start tackling some of the larger
Downtown Multimodal Plan recommendations. In addition to enhancing ADA accessibility, ramps, pedestrian
signals and high-visibility crosswalks make walking a better experience for all pedestrians, such as those
pushing strollers, walking their dogs, etc. Identified in an electronic file (outlined in the technical appendix)
are locations in Downtown where pedestrian signals can be added, and crosswalks can be striped. We also
include existing conditions at all curb ramps and pedestrian signals within the Downtown Study Limits. The City
of St. Louis should identify deficient intersections and work to add upgrades for ADA accessibility and
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enhanced pedestrian accommodations. Finally, the City has implemented a few leading pedestrian
intervals, and these should be considered at any locations they are appropriate in Downtown St. Louis.
5. Public Art
Cultural projects found in civic space play a fundamental role in
enhancing quality of life and boosting economic development.
Downtown St. Louis will benefit from the immediate implementation
of public art installations on priority bike and pedestrian routes as well
as at locations near transit stops and important destinations. The links
between the economic health of a community and the social bonds
within that community are becoming increasingly clear, and public
art installations offer an opportunity for residents and visitors alike to
interact around a cultural experience within the public realm.
Connections at the cultural level support enhanced social capital
supporting everything from economic development to civic
engagement and healthy living. Public art installations throughout
Downtown represent an immediate opportunity to enhance the
public space within our City, promoting a friendly environment to all
system users.

6. Pilot Programs (Pop-ups/Tactical Urbanism)
Flexible, short term projects can greatly assist
the City of St. Louis advance long-term goals
related
to
enhancing
multimodal
transportation in Downtown St. Louis. These
pilot, or pop-up programs are quick and all
about action. They rely on temporary
treatments to demonstrate what the project
could look like with full build-out. Pop-ups are
scalable interventions that can help catalyze
long-term change. In addition to supporting long term change, these projects can test the appetite of the
project within the community and learn from mistakes as ways to improve the project with full construction.
The City should focus on some of the longer-term recommendations and implement pop-up projects within
Downtown St. Louis. Potential pop-up projects include: enhanced transit stops, protected bike facilities,
boarding transit bulb-outs, and pedestrian scale wayfinding.

7. Web Based Closure Notification App
To help navigate around Downtown, we are also recommending a web-based closure app to show routes
that may be closed due to construction or special events. As opposed to developing a new app, the City
should work with developers of existing applications with similar functions. This app will indicate to users which
streets, sidewalks, and bike facilities are not usable. By sharing this information, residents and visitors in
Downtown St. Louis will be able to better plan their route and make more informed transportation decisions.
Closures would be uploaded to the app as the applications for closure permits are accepted, and the
closures can be programmed to match the dates proposed in the permit application. This app would require
input from the Office of Special Events and the Street Department to update closures based on approved
permits. An additional component that could be included with coordination with Metro is identifying any
transit route changes or station updates. For example, if a bus line is re-routed due to a special event, or if an
elevator at a station is closed for maintenance, those would be identified in this app as well.
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8. Flex Zones
Curb
space
in
Downtown is at a
premium.
Understanding this is
important
to
realizing that onstreet parking may
not be the most
effective use of curb
space
in
Downtown.
Implementing flex
zones
in
key
locations will assist
with
enhanced
street activity, better
mobility,
and
increased
transit
service. A flex zone is an area of the curb (equivalent width of an on-street parking stall, by the length of the
flex zone) that changes use throughout the day. For example, during early morning hours this space might
be dedicated to freight and deliveries, while at other times throughout the day it can serve to host food
trucks, offer a lane for shared mobility services (Uber, Lyft), as well as serve as an on-street parking space. We
have mapped out where these Flex Zones will be most beneficial.
9. Wayfinding
By providing better wayfinding within the Downtown
core, specifically for pedestrians, cyclists and transit
users, the City can increase the mode share to
transportation modes beyond the individual trip in your
motor vehicle. Currently, the convention visitors’ (CVC)
signage is auto-oriented in scale and how it reads. While
there exist a few pedestrian scale signs (pictured at the
right), the print is small, crowded with information, and
not always facing the direction of the pedestrian, which
makes it difficult to read and hard to navigate. With the
recent completion of the Metro wayfinding audit and
the potential to leverage the next phase of the CVC
signing plan, this is an immediate opportunity that can
be built into existing plans for wayfinding upgrades. New wayfinding should be added that is pedestrian scale,
ADA compliant, and easy to understand. For example, we recommend including the distance of the
destination in minutes (walking or biking) as it may convince more people to choose walking or biking when
considering the convenience of that mode. Another recommendation that should be considered as near
term, depending on funding, is the addition of Smart Kiosks in Downtown (a Kansas City Kiosk is pictured
above). These are essentially large versions of public smart phones that connect Downtown users to City
services, public transit information, public wi-fi, and a variety of information about nearby attractions or
events.
In addition to these immediate project opportunities, updating City policy related to multimodal transportation
can help better achieve the City’s mobility vision and goals. The reason for updating City policy is to help optimize
the effectiveness and value of infrastructure investments.
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Policy Recommendations
1. Bike/Ped detour plans for sidewalk and bicycle facility closures
By requiring bicycle and pedestrian detour plans when sidewalks and
bike facilities are closed, the City will encourage trips by foot and
bike. Currently, when buildings are under construction or
roadway/utility work is being done, sidewalks and bike facilities may
close abruptly, causing an obstacle for a pedestrian or a cyclist.
While the street department may require these as a part of the
permitting process (included in their traffic control plan), our
recommendation is to strengthen the policy and enforcement of
these detour plans. When individuals and groups apply to obtain the
necessary permit for their construction work, they must submit a
pedestrian and bicycle detour plan in addition to any traffic detour plan for motorists. One way to enhance
the level of detours for pedestrians and cyclists is to develop a list of criteria for the closure and detour
considerations that must be included in the permit application. For example, the level of detour plan required
could be based on items such as length (distance) of closure, timeline of closure, and the existence of good
alternate routes. Best practices should be called upon from other cities currently using similar processes for
implementation. In making the bicycle and pedestrian detour plan requirement more stringent, the result will
be enhanced mobility for users of all ages and abilities both in Downtown and throughout the City of St. Louis.
2. Demand responsive on-street parking
Re-thinking on-street parking in Downtown St. Louis is imperative to providing a transportation system that
offers more transportation options. As indicated in the project implementation on curbside management,
because curb space is at a premium, we need to think about how to have the highest and best use of this
space. The idea of demand responsive on-street parking is that Cities can adjust parking fees with demand
so that parking is priced such that there are always a few available spots. When parking prices are too low,
there are no vacant spaces, causing enhanced congestion and air pollution with motorists circling looking
for spots. When prices are too high, there are too many vacant spots and may cause adjacent businesses to
lose patrons. Demand responsive pricing finds the price that is just right, assisting to ease congestion and
promote economic development. This type of program is implementable using the Smart Parking system the
City has in place, but the City needs to develop an ordinance outlining policies and procedures for this type
of parking program.
3. Remove parking minimum requirements (where they exist outside of the CBD) on proposed transit and bike
routes
While no parking minimum requirements exist within the Central Business District, there are areas adjacent to
proposed Metrolink expansion (Northside-Southside) as well as on routes where a separated cycle
track/walking path exist. In an effort to spur both Transit Oriented Development and Trail Oriented
Development, parking minimums in these areas should be removed to ensure highest and best use of the
land adjacent to these facilities.
4. Form Based Codes
Implemented at the neighborhood level (Central West End and Forest Park Southeast), Form Based Codes
are starting to emerge in St. Louis. According to the Form Base Codes Institute, these are a ‘land development
regulation that fosters predictable built results and high-quality public realm by using physical form (rather
than separation of uses) as the organizing principle for the code.’ These regulations are an alternative to
conventional zoning and can help create dense, walkable communities with an enhanced public realm that
promotes social interaction and economic development. Implementing a Form Based Code within the
Downtown Core can help guide new development to ensure a walkable and interesting neighborhood.
Currently, Downtown zoning is use-based. Because Form Based codes require attention to detail in building
form, they can promote an environment that is more pedestrian scale, encouraging walking and biking trips
and enhancing the pedestrian experience for residents, tourists, visitors, and the many members of Downtown
St. Louis on a daily basis.
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5. Off-peak freight delivery
Encouraging freight delivery to Downtown businesses during off peak hours ensures streets remain open for
all users of the travelling public. This can be done through new policy or specific requirements for freight in
Downtown. Often, freight vehicles park in a convenient location to the business, which may impede traffic
lanes for motorists or bike facilities and sidewalk access, limiting mobility. An off-peak freight delivery policy
will limit these instances, providing for a smoother commute for Downtown residents and visitors during peak
travel times. The City should work with the St. Louis Freightway to understand freight movements and develop
a policy that is practical for both the City and the travelling public as well as freight movers and business
owners.
6. Event traffic management
Developing a policy for event closure routes is a critical step to provide a positive experience while in
Downtown St. Louis. Where possible, the City should develop language that both identifies routes for specific
closures, like races of varying distances, as well as traffic routes for access in to and out of Downtown while
those events are taking place. The City has already done this for smaller events by requiring a certain number
of registrants to host an event Downtown or route all similar sized races (5k, 10k) in the same place. Expanding
on this by identifying routes that should always be open to vehicular traffic, or routes that should be main
routes for races, events and festivals, will continue to grow on work that is already in place.
7. Complete Streets design & implementation
Building on the Complete Streets policy the City adopted in 2010 and revised in 2015, roadway projects within
the Downtown core (and City of St. Louis) should use a complete streets approach when being upgraded.
This policy should be used as a basis for Downtown and include specific items to consider with respect to
pedestrians, cyclists, transit users and motorists. Additionally, the City can use this policy to encourage
developers to make necessary changes in the public right of way that are in line with Complete Streets
principles.
These immediate project opportunities and policy actions are critical first steps to enhancing mobility in
Downtown St. Louis and will help guide the future investment of long term transportation projects.
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5. CURRENT PLANNING EFFORTS

During our planning process, there were many ongoing as well as recently completed plans to consider. In an
effort to take a comprehensive look at planning for the future of St. Louis, our team spent time researching these
plans. A list of plans we discussed and referenced during this process are included here.

TRANSPORTATION
Metro Wayfinding Audit
The Metro Wayfinding Audit looks at common practices from successful multimodal cities to learn how Metro
can improve performance and user experience. This audit aligns with the Downtown Multimodal Study in that
they both want to enhance transit user experience.
Find more information at the following: http://merjedesign.com/projects/st-louis-metro/.
St. Louis Regional Freightway
The St. Louis Regional Freightway is an enterprise founded in 2014 by Bi-State Development. The enterprise
coordinates freight activity in the region and provides assistance to manufacturing, logistics, and multimodal
transportation companies. The overlying goal of the enterprise is to expand the City of St. Louis region
manufacturing and distribution sector by improving user experience on the freight network, promoting industry
specialization, strengthening modal flexibility, enabling e-commerce growth, and capitalizing on the Panama
Canal expansion. The growth of freight activity and freight scheduling will impact the Downtown Multimodal
Study as well as the area’s economy.
More information on the St. Louis Regional Freightway can be found online (http://www.thefreightway.com/).
Metro Reimagined
The Metro Re-Imagined study goal is to find improvements
so the Metro remains a valuable transportation resource
and driver of economic development for the region. The
study involves public engagement to determine what best
fits the needs of the users. The Downtown Multimodal Study
has been working with Metro Re-Imagined and providing
recommendations for transit corridors.
More information on Metro Re-Imagined can be found here: https://www.metrostlouis.org/reimagined/.
Chouteau Greenway Design Competition
The Chouteau Greenway plan involves installing a greenway from Washington University and Forest Park to
Downtown and the Gateway Arch. The goal of the project is to connect communities through the 5 to 7 mile
green space. The map on the next page shows possible destinations along the future Chouteau Greenway
alignment that has not yet been determined. It gives a good picture of the communities that will be impacted
by the project.
The Downtown Multimodal Study has taken into consideration the impact the Chouteau Greenway plan will
have to downtown and the surrounding areas. The Chouteau Greenway plan press release and design
competition can be found online (https://greatriversgreenway.org/chouteau/). The Stoss Landscape Urbanism
team was chosen in May 2018 to move the project forward and develop a conceptual level design for the
Chouteau Greenway. The goal is to use this concept and find funding sources for project design, implementation
and construction.
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Trailnet Vision Plan – Protected Bikeways
and Sidewalks
Trailnet
is
a
20-year-old
non-profit
organization with the mission of developing
healthy and active communities through
walking, biking, and public transportation.
Trailnet has developed a protected
bikeways and sidewalks vision plan with the
goal of connecting St. Louis through a
network of on-street protected bikeways
and sidewalks. The plan will connect
neighborhoods, businesses, and cultural
districts with east-west and north-south
routes. The current goals of the vision are to engage the community in defining routes and destinations that will
provide access to transportation and improve social equity, develop a plan that promotes healthy lifestyles
through active transportation, and establish a network of best practices across the country to enhance walking
and biking and bolster economic growth. The plan is also intended to build a long-lasting system, prioritize people
over vehicles, and support local economy.
The master planning process is scheduled to take 18 months. Phase one (February 2017 to April 2017) involves
public engagement with the collection of ideas on destinations, design, funding, and land use policies to support
neighborhoods near the routes. The second phase (May 2017 to October 2017) consists of Trailnet working with
planning committees to draft recommendations based on the ideas developed in phase one. The third phase
(November 2017 to May 2018) involves sharing the draft recommendations with the public and then finalizing the
plan and identifying the next steps to building routes.
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The routes proposed during the master planning process are intended to connect existing and future trails and
transit in order to provide a more connective network. The routes will also improve the success of St. Louis Bike
Share. Further benefits include economic development, encourage active lifestyles, and promote equity and
accessibility across St. Louis. The Downtown Multimodal Study has been working closely with Trailnet. The study
incorporates Trailnet’s Vision Plan into the planning of the pedestrian and bicycle network plans. More information
on Trailnet’s vision can be found online (https://trailnet.org/work/community/vison-and-goals/).
Gateway Bike Plan
The Gateway Bike Plan is the result of a cooperative effort between the Great Rivers Greenway District, East-West
Gateway Council of Governments, City of St. Louis and St. Charles, Metro, Trailnet, and the Missouri Department
of Transportation. The mission of the plan is to increase the number of people using bicycles for transportation
while at the same time reducing crashes involving bicycles through a number of goals and objectives.
The Gateway Bike Plan includes a report card, completed annually, that measures the implementation of new
on-street bikeways, bicycle safety and skills training courses, professional development for area planners and
engineers, and policy changes that support active transportation.
The Downtown Multimodal study considered the information and maps provided by the Gateway Bike Plan.
The report cards, network maps, and other information can be found at http://www.stlbikeplan.org/
Bike St. Louis – City of St. Louis Bike Plan
The City of St. Louis has partnered with Great Rivers Greenway to make St. Louis more bike friendly with the
installation of markings and signage to create the Bike St. Louis network. Since 2000, the coordination of various
bike projects like Bike St. Louis and Great Rivers Greenway projects have brought over 135 of bike routes to City
Streets.
Alta Planning & Design has been actively involved in the City of St. Louis Bike St. Louis Phases, and previous work
was taken into consideration during the Bike Plan Development.
The Downtown Multimodal Study will incorporate the vision of Bike St. Louis.
More information can be found here; https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/street/streetssidewalks-traffic/bicycling/about-bike-st-louis.cfm
City of St. Louis Pedestrian Safety Action Plan
The City of St. Louis Pedestrian Safety Action Plan was developed to identify and direct the implementation of
methods in reducing pedestrian fatalities and injuries in the City of St. Louis. The Downtown Multimodal Study
acknowledges the efforts of the Pedestrian Safety Action Plan for the City of St. Louis.
The following links to the full plan: https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/street/documents/pedestrian-safety.cfm
Northside-Southside Metrolink Alignment Study
The Northside-Southside Study looks into installing a light rail line that runs north to south to connect north and
south neighborhoods to the downtown area. The study focuses on recommending route and station locations,
station area planning guidelines and policy recommendations, and a financial and operations plan. The
project is planned to encompass 29 stations with over 17 miles of track. The main track would start at Stratford
Ave and Goodfellow Blvd in the north, run west on Natural Bridge Ave, and connect to 9th St and 10th St in the
downtown area. The track would then run south on Jefferson Ave, connecting to US 55 and ending in Bella
Villa. There is a map on the following page that indicates the proposed light rail lines.
The proposed Northside-Southside light rail is incorporated into the Downtown Multimodal Study. More
information can be found on the Northside-Southside website (http://www.northsidesouthsidestl.com/).
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Gateway Arch Parking Alternatives Study
The objective of the Gateway Arch Parking Alternatives Study was to look at how removing the
Arch Parking Garage affected parking for users and to find other parking alternatives in the area.
Analysis of parking in the area concluded that many of the available facilities were underutilized
and utilized primarily as event parking for Cardinals home gam es or St. Louis Rams home games.
The biggest concern was finding ample space to provide designated parking for the 700
Gateway Arch employees. This is an important study to acknowledge because the Downtown
Multimodal Study considers how visitors and user park and maneuver around downtown.
For more information about parking for the Gateway Arch see: https://www.gatewayarch.com/plan-yourvisit/parking/
On-Street Parking Study
The On-Street Parking Study was completed in the City of St. Louis to update the parking management system
for on- and off-street parking and enforcement. The study determined on- and off-street parking demand,
compared parking meter system to similar communities, reviewed parking rates, fines and fees, identified
locations for additional meters and the removal unnecessary meters and set guidelines for permit parking zones
as well as guidelines for special events and construction in metered parking areas. The Downtown Multimodal
Study utilized the parking information in the On-Street Parking Study to provide a better picture of parking
utilization.
The On-Street Parking Study can be found online: https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/treasurer/2014-parking-study.cfm
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Connected 2045
Connected 2045 is the long-range transportation
plan for the St. Louis Region, developed by the
East-West Gateway Council of Governments, the
St.
Louis
region’s
federally
designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization. The plan
includes a summary of the public engagement
activities, principles and strategies to guide the
transportation system evaluation and decision
making over the planning period, an investment
plan for major road, bridge and transit projects
using federal transportation funds, as well as
documentation on Air Quality Conformity. The
focus areas include maintaining the existing
system,
supporting
public
transportation,
supporting neighborhoods and community,
fostering a vibrant downtown and central core,
providing more transportation options, promoting
safety and security, supporting economy,
supporting job development, strengthening intermodal connections, protecting air quality and the environment.
The Downtown Multimodal Study incorporates many of these focus areas in its vision, from providing
transportation choices to boosting economic growth.
The Connected 2045 long-range transportation plan can be found online (https://www.ewgateway.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/07/Connected2045_1.pdf).
14th Street Great Rivers Greenway Trestle Plan
Great Rivers Greenway is proposing to convert the 14th Street Trestle Bridge into a bicycle and pedestrian
byway. The proposed path starts in the Old North neighborhood, near the I-70 overpass at exit 249B, and runs
1.5 miles until it connects to the McKinley Bridge Bikeway and Riverfront Trail.
The Downtown Multimodal Study proposes a tier 1 bike route along Cass Avenue which intersects the proposed
14th Street Trestle Bridge route. There is also a tier 1 bike route proposed along 14th Street as well as 2 tier bike
routes proposed along 9th Street and 10th Street. All three of these routes are near the proposed trestle bridge
route.
For more information: https://greatriversgreenway.org/mississippi-greenway-master-plan/
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14th Street Great Streets
The project entails revamping the area around North 14th Street using a number of strategies. Some of the
strategies include developing overlaying zoning district, expanding the Downtown Community Improvement
District, developing and posting wayfinding materials, and upgrading and connecting traffic signal equipment.
One of the proposals would extend the Northside/Southside MetroLink. The MetroLink extension has been
included in the Downtown Multimodal Study.
For more information: https://www.ewgateway.org/library-post/north-14th-street-great-streets/

Downtown Bike Commuter Station
A biker commuter station opened at 1011 Locust Street, where bicyclists can park their bikes,
shower, and complete some repairs. The Bike Commuter Station will be a valuable asset to the
Downtown Multimodal Study. The station is located at a crossroads of two tier 2 bike routes in
the study.
Follow the link (http://www.stltoday.com/news/traffic/along-for-the-ride/new-downtownbicycle-commuter-station-opens/article_863e1e84-71b3-11e0-b1ec-0019bb30f31a.html ) for
more information.
North Riverfront Trail Enhancements
The Riverfront Trail is a 12-mile paved recreational trail that runs along the
Mississippi River between the Gateway Arch and Laclede’s Landing. The trail
is displayed in Figure X8. The Riverfront Trail Enhancement plan identifies
development needs for the trail including access to the trail (public
transportation and personal vehicle parking), safety, security, and
environmental cleanup and restoration. The plan proposes connector routes
between the trail and neighborhoods along with wayfinding to provide
necessary directions.
The Riverfront Trail is accounted for in the Downtown Multimodal Study. The
Enhancement plan can be found here: https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/upload/riverfronttrail-enhancements-plan.pdf
Transit Oriented Development Plan
The Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Plan looks at the MetroLink stations at Cherokee and Kingshighway
along the proposed Northside/Southside alignment. The plan includes market-based development programs
and recommended improvements to existing streets, parks, and infrastructure to improve access to stations and
improve environmental management practices. The plan will affect the Downtown Multimodal Study with the
proposed development and the improved access, bringing in more vehicular and pedestrian traffic.
More information can be found online: https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/sldc/documents/upload/TOD_SAP_ArchLacledesStadium_FinalReport_Compressed.pdf
In addition to past work done on TOD, Metro is completing a TOD study on the proposed NS-SS Metrolink
alignment. The timeline for that project is about a year, kicking off in June 2018. The goal of the study is to develop
station types for enhanced TOD on the new NS-SS Metrolink alignmentand within the St. Louis region.
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Civic Center Transit Center
Completed during the Downtown Multimodal Planning process, the re-vamped Civic Center transit station is a
major public transportation investment for St. Louis City and the region. At this station, located at the southwest
corner of 14th and Clark, passengers can access the Metrolink, Metrobus, the Amtrak, and Greyhound bus service.
This was an important project, heavily considered in our planning process, as the goal of Metro is to connect
many transit lines to this location for expanded access throughout the region.
St. Louis Bike Share
Bi-State Development is working with St. Louis Bike Share Working Group to operate
a Dockless bike share model in the City of St. Louis. Originally completed in 2014,
the bike share study resulted in a feasibility study that determined bike share is
physically possible and likely to be successful with a business plan that described
recommendations for system ownership, management, funding strategies, and
revenue projects, and a system plan that recommends a phased service area for
bike share and siting-strategy guidelines. Dockless bike share launched in April
2018 and has reported strong numbers in its first month of operation. For more
information: http://www.stlbikeshare.org/

NEIGHBORHOOD
Downtown Next 2020 Vision Plan
The Downtown Next 2020 Vision Plan, developed by the Partnership for Downtown St. Louis, was created to work
towards attracting jobs, creating an inviting atmosphere, planning attractive events, making downtown
accessible and easy to get around, growing the residential population, boosting educational resources,
cultivating a critical mass of retail, emphasizing Downtown’s unique character, and building a planning and
policy framework.
The Downtown Multimodal Study is working to make the downtown area of St. Louis more accessible, as well as
improve the economy and atmosphere. The Next 2020 Vision Plan can be found, in full, at
http://www.downtownstl.org/about-downtown-stl-inc/downtown-next/.
Choice Neighborhoods
The U.S. Housing and Urban Development awarded the Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant to the
City of St. Louis. The $29.5 million will go towards transforming the Near North Side with 700 new and rehabilitated
affordable and mixed housing units as well as a new community center. Along with housing and neighborhood
enhancement, the plan focuses on health, education, public safety, social services, job training, and
entrepreneurship.
The Downtown Multimodal Study can support the revitalization of these neighborhoods through the improvement
of the transportation system. Read more on the Choice Neighborhoods Implementation Grant here,
https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/mayor/news/st-louis-finalist-for-choice-neighborhoodsgrant.cfm
Project Connect
Project Connect is an Action Plan initiated by the City of St. Louis to promote coordination of the current
revitalization, transportation, and redevelopment initiatives being proposed by the public and private sectors.
These initiatives include, but are not limited to, the initiatives discussed in this appendix as well as the Downtown
Multimodal Study.
Further information can be found online (https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/project-connect/).
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Gateway Mall Master Plan
The vision of the Gateway Mall Master Plan is to transform downtown’s central park into a space that is integral
to St. Louis. The Mall runs between Market Street and Chestnut Street from the Old Court House, at Broadway
Street, to St. Louis Union Station, at 21st Street. At its center, the Mall widens with key civic buildings such as the
Civil Courts, the War Memorial, and many other smaller memorials and public art.
Some of the benefits include the centrality of the Mall in downtown and the proximity to areas like sports venues,
Metrolink stations, and residential redevelopment. The Mall Master Plan also foresees a growth of constituents as
well as revitalization of the area. North-south paths will be developed to prevent the Mall from dividing the city,
and a sidewalk will extend the length of the Mall. A two-direction bike path will run the length of the Mall on
Market Street.

The Downtown Multimodal Study aligns with many elements of the Gateway Mall Master Plan, including the
installation of a two-direction bike lane and the design of paths and sidewalks for pedestrians. The study also
acknowledges the potential for redevelopment and revitalization of the downtown area with the
implementation of the Master Plan. The Master Plan can be found online (https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/upload/mp_gwmall_20091215.pdf)
St. Louis CBD Downtown Streetscape Plan
This plan focuses on developing a cohesive design and apperance to streetscape elements to be included within
the Downtown Central Business District. Links to the St. Louis CBD Downtown Streetscape Design Manual and
executive
summary
can
be
found
online
(https://www.stlouismo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/st-louis-cbd-downtown-streetscape-design-manuala.cfm and https://www.stlouis-mo.gov/government/departments/planning/documents/st-louis-cbd-downtownstreetscape-design-manual-b.cfm).
Clark Entertainment District
Clark has been identified as an ideal corridor to serve as an entertainment district connecting Busch Stadium to
the Enterprise Center and on to Union Station. While this isn’t really a plan, it is an idea that has been discussed
during various planning efforts and was discussed significantly during the Downtown Multimodal Planning
process, and this is mentioned here.
DEVELOPMENT
City Block 2017
The vacant Muni Courts building located on the City block from Market to Clark, 14th to 13th is slated for a hotel
redevelopment. During the Downtown planning process, this project redevelopment was considered given the
potential for many new trips from visitors to Downtown St. Louis.
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Convention Center Redevelopment
The City Convention Center Study recommends expanding the Convention Center by 300,000 square feet. This
would allow the City to host larger conventions and events, which would bring in more visitors to the St. Louis
area. The Downtown Multimodal Study understands that this potential development could impact the downtown
transportation system. An article on the expansion to the Convention City can be found here:
http://www.stltoday.com/business/convention-center-study-recommends-square-footexpansion/article_57d69d81-d4b3-5020-87e1-f5aa9d856325.html.
Union Station Redevelopment
Union Station will soon house the St. Louis Aquarium, which will bring new visitors to the downtown area. This has
the potential to impact the Downtown Multimodal Study.
An article on the St. Louis Aquarium can be found online (https://nextstl.com/2016/08/1m-gallon-45maquarium-announced-st-louis-union-station/).
Ballpark Village – Future Phase Development
The Ballpark Village Development will include a high-rise apartment building, a Class-A office building, as well as
a hotel, retail, and entertainment. The new development will create more than 1,000 permanent jobs. The
development has been recognized by the Downtown Multimodal Study.
More information can be found at http://www.stlballparkvillage.com/future-development.
Explore St. Louis! Wayfinding
St. Louis has been outfitted with
wayfinding signs and a mobile friendly
site to aid visitors and roadway users in
maneuvering around the St. Louis area.
The signs direct road users to popular
attractions around St. Louis. The website
lists attractions along each main
corridor,
Kingshighway,
Grand,
Broadway, as well as parking options. An
example of what currently exists is
included here.
For more information and access to the
wayfinding website use the following
link: https://explorestlouis.com/traveltools/getting-around/.
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6. VISION DEVELOPMENT

The vision for the Downtown Multimodal Study is a plan for Downtown St. Louis that supports a robust multimodal
system, where users of all ages and abilities feel safe, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, and motorists,
and promotes economic growth, community development, better air quality and improved public health.
This vision was developed with the Downtown Study Core Working Group and refined during the initial stakeholder
engagement week. The core team developed a list of critical components to a more robust Downtown
Multimodal Transportation system. These elements were included as priorities within the visioning process. The
elements are elaborated below.
Together, the core team refined these elements into the vision
statement we used for our first week of public engagement.

MULTIMODAL PLAN ELEMENTS

In establishing a vision for Downtown, many elements emerged as
important for enhanced mobility and access to opportunity. These
elements are components to building a transportation system in
Downtown that supports users of all ages and abilities and promotes a
safe, interesting neighborhood where goods and services are easily
accessible.
1. Enhance Multimodal Transportation Options – It is very convenient
to drive to Downtown St. Louis, but it does not feel convenient to
get to Downtown St. Louis using other modes of transportation.
While it is currently convenient to take Metrolink Downtown, this
only serves a small portion of the St. Louis regional population.
Transit stops in Downtown are convenient to many attractions, but
you must live near a transit stop to access this connection. This
element focuses on updating infrastructure to enhance walking,
biking, and transit access to Downtown and, where good access
already exists, making necessary updates so those options emerge
as the convenient way to get Downtown. This element should build
upon transit-oriented development (TOD) work that has already
been completed as well as work currently being done with Metro
for the NS-SS Metrolink expansion planning.
2. Mode Shift – Enhancing transportation options in Downtown will
encourage residents and visitors to get out of their car and shift
their commute. This element focuses on providing information
about all the transportation options and how to use them so that
people feel comfortable changing their commute and making more informed transportation decisions. The
element also focuses on making it more convenient to take public transportation Downtown as well as
providing connections for more bicycle commuting to Downtown St. Louis.
3. Better Air Quality – We want a plan that provides options for commuting in Downtown St. Louis as an
alternative to private, solo, vehicular trips. This element focuses on improving air quality by easing congestions
through enhanced transportation options and mode shift.
4. Vibrant Community (both residential & business) – Transportation impacts every person, every day, and thus
can plan an integral role in the way our communities grow and develop. Understanding that, this element
focuses on making recommendations for a transportation system that enhances the community for both
residents and businesses alike. This can be done by developing plans for a walkable neighborhood where
streets are interesting and encourage active conversation, shopping trips, and increased social interaction.
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5. Ease Congestion – When visitors come to Downtown St. Louis, we want to encourage a positive experience
that will keep them coming back. That experience is not sitting in a traffic jam for what may seem like forever
trying to either get to or leave Downtown. This element focuses on providing multimodal access to Downtown
to encourage all commute options as well as providing necessary vehicular access on critical routes to ease
congestion.
6. Improve Quality of Life – Providing access to opportunity through enhanced mobility is the focus of this
element. Ensuring there is a transportation system in place in Downtown St. Louis that allows for all residents,
regardless of age or ability, to get to necessary goods and services, as well as employment and education,
is key to a strong Multimodal plan.
7. Promote Destinations & Attractions – When people think of St. Louis, they think of the Arch, the Cardinals,
maybe the Blues and Union Station — things that are associated with Downtown. This element is about
encouraging a transportation system that helps promote those destinations and attractions in Downtown St.
Louis, making them convenient to access.
8. Improve Public Health – Transportation decisions impact public health. Walkable communities have been
found to have decreased obesity and heart disease as well as less exposure to traffic related air pollution.
This element focuses on promoting active transportation and trips outside of a personal vehicle to improve
the public health for St. Louis residents.
9. Increase Connections to Other Neighborhoods Within the City – We want to promote a robust multimodal
transportation system in Downtown St. Louis, but we also want to promote strong, multimodal connections to
adjacent and nearby neighborhoods. This element focuses on looking at connections outside of the study
boundary and ensuring facilities are in place to promote walking, biking and transit to access nearby
destinations.
10. Safety & Security – This element focuses on designing a system that is safe for all users as well as a system that
promotes a sense of place where people feel like they should be. Similar to other vibrant neighborhoods in
St. Louis, Downtown should feel like a place you belong and a place you want to be; a space to interact
with members of the community and experience
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1. ENGAGEMENT WEEK 1
CBB hosted a stakeholder engagement week from April 10 – April 13, 2017 for the Downtown Multimodal Study.
The purpose of this first engagement week was to understand existing conditions, issues, needs, and concerns in
Downtown St. Louis. This week-long process included multiple groups of downtown stakeholders discussing
existing conditions and issues for the downtown transportation network. In addition to discussing existing
conditions and issues, the groups offered ideas on what they might like to see in Downtown St. Louis as well as
various examples nationwide of what might work Downtown. The groups also provided the study team with
information about ongoing projects, plans, studies, developments and various other efforts that overlap with the
Downtown Multimodal Study. These ongoing planning projects are important to consider when developing
recommendations for the Downtown transportation network. Throughout the week, the team met with
approximately 19 different stakeholder groups, ranging in areas of expertise from bicycle and pedestrian issues
to freight, and approximately 70 individuals. The week culminated in the core Downtown study team reviewing
the input from the week to develop of list of key study issues to help drive alternative development. Included in
this report memo you will find information about the various stakeholders the team met with during the week as
well as the key study issues discovered. Finally, you will see an outline for next steps in moving forward with the
Downtown Multimodal Study.

STAKEHOLDERS
The core team for the Downtown Multimodal Study (CBB, Board of Public Service & the Street Department)
identified 19 different stakeholder groups to meet with during the engagement week. The team scheduled five
1.5-hour meetings back to back each day from April 10 – April 13. During this time the team met with
approximately 70 stakeholders representing 30 agencies and organizations. The invitees were sent an e-mail with
the engagement week flyer, and the invite list was developed by the core team based on important issues for
Downtown. It was indicated within the e-mail, that others from the organization were also welcome to attend.
The 19-different stakeholder engagement group meetings focused on topics related to the group that have an
impact on the Downtown study. These topics were determined during the planning of the engagement week by
the core study team. The calendar for the week, including the group sessions, is shown on the following page.
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City of St. Louis - TME Phase 3 - Downtown Multimodal Study - Public Engagement Step 1 Calendar
1520 Market
Monday 4/10
Tuesday 4/11
Wednesday 4/12
Thursday 4/13
8:00 - 9:30am
9:30 - 11:00am

DowntownSTL Inc.
Downtown
Neighborhood
Association
CVC - Tourism/Special
Events

Emergency Services

NGA Team
Project Connect

Parking

ADA

Urban Strategies/Choice Major Downtown
Neighborhoods
Institutions

Taxi Comission

N/S Metrolink Team

BREAK (Lunch, team debrief)
Businesses/Developers Public Transportation

City Departments

Trailnet Vision Team

Incubator Hubs

Open Group Discussion

11:00am - 12:30pm
12:30 - 2:00pm
2:00 - 3:30pm
3:30 - 5:00pm

SLDC
Planning & Urban Design Bike/Ped

Freight

At each of these meetings, the project team briefly described the purpose of the City Traffic Management
Enhancements Phase 3 project. Information was briefly given about the network buildout and fiber design as well
as Traffic Information Center (TIC) staffing to give the context of the entire project. The Downtown Study, including
signal retiming, portion of the project was discussed in detail with the group. Each meeting started with giving
the vision for the Downtown Study. The vision is “To develop a transportation plan for Downtown St. Louis that
supports a robust multimodal system where users of all abilities and ages feel safe, including pedestrians, bicyclists,
transit users and motorists, and promotes economic growth, community development, better air quality, and
improved public health.’
Available to the stakeholders were maps of the study area (Cass on the north, Mississippi River on the east,
Chouteau on the south, and Jefferson on the east) that included information about existing and planned bicycle
facilities, traffic signal locations, traffic control devices and traffic count data, and existing Metrobus and
Metrolink routes and stops. During the discussion, the groups could reference the maps and make notes about
certain locations downtown that should be considered. The result of each working session was notes about
specific issues and existing conditions related to that topic or to the St. Louis Downtown area in general. In
addition to asking for existing issues Downtown, the team gathered input on ideas that work in other cities or
specific items these stakeholders might like to see implemented in Downtown St. Louis.
The result of these meetings was a matrix of key issues for the Downtown study to help focus the data collection
and efforts as well as the recommended alternatives. Each participant in the first week of the study process will
be invited to participate in future engagement efforts for the Downtown Multimodal Study.
KEY STUDY ISSUES
Based upon the input received at the meeting, the project team developed a framework for moving the study
process forward. This framework includes identifying a set of goals that support the vision for the Downtown
transportation network. Goals are open ended statements that give perspective on what you want to see your
Downtown become. Supporting goals are objectives, more concise actions on how these goals can become a
reality. Strategies are specific action items that are outlined to achieve the objectives, thereby supporting the
goal and further enhancing the Downtown transportation network to match the vision. This framework allows for
more open-ended and big picture thinking, funneling through the process to develop actionable and
measurable items upon study completion. The team reviewed notes from the week to develop seven goals,
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which included seven objectives, and a list of strategies. Additionally, we developed a list of plans and current
developments to coordinate with the Multimodal Study.
We have mapped out the objectives as performance measures for plan implementation. The strategies involve
programs, corridors and hotspots that emerged as important updates for the Downtown multimodal plan. Each
of these strategies involves elements that include specific project and policy initiatives for implementation.

Goals:
The goals that emerged are seven clear ideas of how stakeholders want to see Downtown St. Louis develop.
These goals will support the project vision for the Downtown Multimodal Study and help drive the objectives and
supporting strategies for recommendations. Together, these goals support the over-arching vision and offer clear
themes in driving future development and the downtown transportation system. The seven goals identified are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Transportation Choice
Quality of Life
Economic Growth
Connected City
Social Equity
Public Health / Air Quality
Vibrant Community

Objectives:
Using the feedback from the stakeholder engagement, including discussion of the seven key goals for the study,
the project team developed seven objectives to support the goals and drive recommendations for specific
strategies that will promote the vision for the Downtown Transportation system. Because these objectives overlap
the goals, the team developed a matrix to better understand which objectives help support which goals. This
matrix indicates the objectives match the goals and vision for Downtown and are useful in developing strategies.
The identified objectives are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Event Traffic Management
Multimodal Connections and Circulation
ADA Accessibility
Mode Shift
Placemaking
Safety
Security
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Strategies and Elements:
Using this goals and objectives matrix, the team developed actionable and measurable strategies that support
the Downtown Multimodal Vision. These strategies are separated into major components of the transportation
planning process and may be in line with one, multiple or even all objectives. Each of the objectives has strategies
that can be implemented and monitored to understand benefits of various improvements as well as how to many
any changes to improvements for enhanced mobility. These strategies are broken down by planning areas
including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Policy/Operation
Technology
Wayfinding
Bike
Pedestrian
Transit
Traffic Management
Parking Management
Public/Stakeholder Coordination
Policing

Each matrix represents the various planning components, associated strategies, and the objectives these
strategies help meet. Within each of these matrices you will see very specific project/policy elements that are
included as recommendations for plan implementation.

Policy/Operation
OPERATIONS

Event Traffic
Management

Multi-Modal Connections
& Circulation

ADA
Accessibility

Mode
Shift

Placemaking

Safety

Road Maintain/Conditions

X

X

Pavement Restoration
Standards

X

X

Policy
Based

Security Enforcement

Technology
Based

Technology
TECHNOLOGY
Smart City Commission
Data Bill of Rights
Advertising in Public ROW
Cameras
Smart Street Lights
City Wide Count Program
Public WiFi

Event Traffic Multi-Modal Connections
ADA
Management
& Circulation
Accessibility

X
X

Mode
Shift

Placemaking

Safety

Security

X

X

X
X

X

Enforcement

Policy
Based
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

Technology
Based
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Wayfinding
Event Traffic Multi-Modal Connections
Management
& Circulation
Kiosks
X
X
Bike/Ped Scale Signs
X
X
ADA Friendly Signs
Smart Phone Interface
X
Real Time Travel Map (e.g., Waze)
X
X
Real-Time Freight Delivery Map
WAYFINDING

ADA
Accessibility

Mode
Shift
X
X

Placemaking
X
X

Safety

Security Enforcement
X

Policy
Based
X

Technology
Based
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
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Bike

Pedestrian

Transit
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Traffic Management

Parking Management
PARKING MANAGEMENT
Parking Inventory
Arch Parking Garages (CVC)
Keep Bus Stops Clear
Demand Responsive OnStreet Parking Pricing
Development Parking
Requirements
Invest Parking $$ Back into
District

Event Traffic
Management
X

Multi-Modal Connections
ADA
& Circulation
Accessibility

Mode
Shift

Placemaking

X

Safety

X
X

X

Policy
Based
X

Technology
Based
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Smart Parking

Enforcement

X

X
X

Security

X

X

X

X

X

Public/Stakeholder Coordination
PUBLIC/ STAKEHOLDER Event Traffic
COMMUNICATION
Management
Transportation Options
Special Events
GetaroundSTL.com

X
X
X

District Branding

Multi-Modal Connections
& Circulation

ADA
Accessibility

Mode
Shift

Placemaking

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

Safety

Security Enforcement

Policy
Based

Technology
Based

Policy
Based

Technology
Based

X

Policing
POLICING
Downtown Policing
Neighborhood Watch

Event Traffic
Management
X

Multi-Modal Connections
ADA Accessibility
& Circulation

Mode
Shift

Placemaking

X
X

X

Safety Security Enforcement
X
X

X
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In addition to identifying strategies by specific planning areas, the team identified some specific zones for
improvements that may be included in the Downtown multimodal plan. We identified hot spots, which may
include problem locations or areas of improvement as well as important corridors and, finally, ongoing planning
efforts for continued coordination. For these hot spot locations, the team has developed conceptual level plans
that provide ideas on how these specific improvements can be implemented in the field. These drawings are
included in Appendix D: Drawings of Hot Spot Locations.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Market Street (14th Street to 6th Street)
7th Street (Market to Locust)
Tucker Boulevard (Spruce to Washington)
11th Street (Interstate 64 to Clark)
Clark Avenue (18th Street to 4th Street)
Walnut Street and Memorial Drive
Clark Strip Map
Tucker Strip Map
Cass Avenue (Tucker to Broadway)
Biddle Street (Broadway to Lewis Street)
Convention Plaza to N. 4th Street
Spruce Street (14th Street to 8th Street)

Next steps:
Based on all of this, we have identified corridors that need to move motorists efficiently, routes that are good for
bicycling, and routes that should include enhanced wayfinding, lighting, streetscape and pedestrian elements.
This hierarchy of streets will be utilized during the second round of the public engagement process. In addition to
obtaining information on those proposed recommendations, the team has established a set of activities to gain
addition feedback during the second engagement week. That plan is included as an attachment.
Additionally, the team is in the process of collecting data to assist with recommendations. Data collection is a
complete list of necessary information, including infrastructure inventory for the study area. Included as an
attachment in this report is the infrastructure inventory list.
Based upon the input received at the meeting, the project team developed a framework for moving the study
process forward. This framework includes identifying a set of goals that support the vision for the Downtown
transportation network.
Attachments of referenced materials are included next.
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Engagement Week 1 Flyer:

Engagement Week 1 E-mail Invite:
Good morning.
The City of St. Louis is currently working on a Downtown Multimodal Study and you are invited to attend the
(session name) session on Day of Week, 4/10 – 13 from TIME am/pm in the first-floor boardroom at 1520 Market
(flyer attached).
The goal of this study is to develop a plan for Downtown St. Louis that supports a well-connected, robust
multimodal transportation system, for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, motorists, and
commercial business. This system should promote economic growth and community development while
improving accessibility, safety, sustainability, and public health. We look forward to your input and feedback
during our stakeholder engagement week. The City’s project manager for this study is Dan Buschmeyer from the
Board of Public Service.
Please let me know if you have any questions and whether or not you will be attending. If you cannot attend or
feel others within your organization will benefit from this session, please pass on this information. We would love
to get the appropriate input from your organization so please pass on to those that should attend. If you can
send me their contact information, I will gladly send this invite as well.
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Engagement Week 1 Attendees:

Monday April 10
April 10 Groups & Contact

DowntownSTL Inc.

Downtown Neighborhood
Association

Individual Invitation

E-mail

Organization

Josh Wiese

jwiese@downtownstl.org

Downtown STL Inc.

Missy Kelley*

mkelley@downtownstl.org

Downtown STL Inc.

Renee Kriesmann

rkriesmann@slmpd.org

SLMPD

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouos-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

John Kohler

kohlerj@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL BPS

Lindsay VanQuaethem

lvanquaethem@downtownstl.org

Downtown STL Inc.

Jared Opsal

jared@stlouisdna.org

Downtown Neighborhood Assn.

Josh Restivo

josh@6ceed.com

Downtown Neighborhood Assn.

Bryan King

Bking@kingrealtyadvisors.com

Downtown Neighborhood Assn.

Don Hawf

dmehawf@yahoo.com

Downtown Neighborhood Assn.

Laura Tobey

ltobey@lacledeslanding.com

Laclede's Landing CID

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouos-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

John Kohler

kohlerj@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL BPS

Jenny Malne

jmalne@explorestlouis.com

Explore St. Louis

Paige Millard

pmillard@explorestlouis.com

Explore St. Louis

Jenny Nixon*

jsnixon@bistatedev.org

BiState Arch

Joe Hindsley

joe.hindsley@hyatt.com

Hyatt

Lindsay Pattan

lrpattan@gmail.com

Downtown Neighborhood Assn.

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouos-mo.gov

John Kohler

CVC - Tourism/Special Events,
Cardinals/Blues

Tara

N/S Metrolink Team

Trailnet Vision Team

City STL Street Dept.
National Park Service

Ann Chance

chancea@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL Office of Special Events

Jerry Blair

jerry.blair@ewgateway.org

EWG

Jo Emerick

jo.emerick@aecom.com

AECOM

Kirsten Lueken

kristen.lueken@aecom.com

Aecom

Dan DeArmond

dearmond@pbworld.com

WSP

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

John Kohler

Kohlerj@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL BPS

Denis Beganovic

denis.beganovic@modot.mo.gov

MoDOT

Cindy Mense

cindy@trailnet.org

Trailnet

Grace Kyung

grace@trailnet.org

Trailnet

Marcia Quint

marcia@trailnet.org

Trailnet

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

Brad Waldrop
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Tuesday April 11
April 11 Groups & Contact
SLDC/ STL Planning & Urban Design

NGA/Project Connect

STL Business Developers

STL Business Incubators/Smart
Tehcnology

Individual Invitation

E-mail

Organization

Rob Orr

orrr@stlouis-mo.gov

SLDC

Connie Tomasula

tomasulac@stlouis-mo.gov

Planning & Urban Design

Connie Tomasula

tomasulac@stlouis-mo.gov

Planning & Urban Design

Isa Reeb

ireeb@civitasinc.com

Civitas

Dustin Riechmann

driechmann@lochgroup.com

Lochmueller

Julie Nolfo

jnolfo@lochgroup.com

Lochmueller

Michelle Voegele

michelle.voegele@modot.mo.gov

MoDOT

Laura Ellen

laura.ellen@modot.mo.gov

MoDOT

Mobin Kahn

mkhan@downtownstl.org

Downtown STL Inc.

Steve Smith

steve.smith@thelawrencegroup.com

The Lawrence Group

Steve O'Loughlin*

soloughlin@lhmc.com

LHM

Garrick Hamilton

ghamilton@komangroup.com

The Koman Group

John Warren*

john.warren@cushwake.com

Jones Lang Lasalle Brothers

Renee Kriesmann

rkriesmann@slmpd.org

SLMPD

Beth Letsher
Tom Blair

Cortex
thomas.blair@modot.mo.gov

MoDOT

Wednesday April 12
April 12 Groups & Contact

Bike/Ped

ADA

Major Downtown Institutions

Public Transportation

Individual Invitation

E-mail

Organization

Todd Antoine
Elizabeth Simons

tantoine@grgstl.org
esimons@grgstl.org

Great Rivers Greenway
Great Rivers Greenway

Angelica Gutierrez
Steve Schmidt

agutierrez@grgstl.org
steve@trailnet.org

Great Rivers Greenway
Trailnet

Rachel Pawlek

rachael.pawlak@ewgateway.org

EWG

Jamie Wilson

wilsonj@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

Andrew Lackey
Denis Beganovic

lackeya@stlouis-mo.gov
denis.beganovic@modot.mo.gov

City of St. Louis Office of the Disabled
MoDOT

Rachel Pawlek *

rachael.pawlak@ewgateway.org

EWG

Eric Morazakewski

eric.moraczewski@cityarchriver.org

CityArch River

Julie Stone
Sam Jordan

jxstone@bistatedev.org
sjordan6@slu.edu

BiState
SLU Law

Adele Heagney
Frank Mares

aheagney@slpl.org

Central Library
National Park Service, Gateway Arch

Colin Wellenkamp

cwellenkamp@mrcti.org

MRCTI

Jessica Mefford Miller

jnmefford@MetroStLouis.org

Bi State

Liza Farr (bike share)
Jessica Gershmann*

ejfarr@bistatedev.org
jsgershman@metrostlouis.org

Bi State
Bi State

Paul Hubbman
Rachel Pawlek

paul.hubbman@ewgateway.org
rachael.pawlak@ewgateway.org

EWG
EWG

Susan Taylor
Freight

SLDC, STL Port Authority

Chris Michael

jim.wild@ewgateway.org

EWG

Yodit Teklu

yxteklu@thefreightway.com

Freightways Group
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Thursday April 13
April 13 Groups & Contact

Emergency Services

Individual Invitation

E-mail

Organization

Deanna Venker

venkerd@stlouis-mo.gov

City STL Street Dept.

Anthony Obenhaus
Bill McKinney

obenhaus@stlouis.mo.gov
william_j_mckinney@nps.gov

STLFD-EMS

James Joyner
Leon Whitener

jmjoyner@slmpd.org
whitenerl@stlouis.mo.gov

Rich Zott

RDZott@metrostlouis.org

National Park Service, Gateway Arch
SLMPD
St. Louis Fired Department
Arch Grounds Security

Parking
Taxi Comission
City Departments

Engagement Week 1 Meeting Minutes:
DowntownSTL Inc.
ATTENDEES:
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Srinu, Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna
Downtown STL: Missy Kelley, Lindsay VanQuaethem, Josh Wiese
SLMPD: Renee Kriesmann
•

•

A Downtown STL priority is a bike/ped friendly community
o Biking
 Bike share is good
 It is expected of a city our size
 Doesn’t work for kids
 Millennials don’t want to be tied down
 Keeps all modal options open
 Downtown STL talked about a “spine” for bike sharing
 Downtown to Forest Park
 A protected bike lane makes it more attractive
 The more people on the road, the more motorists pay attention to them
o Conditions of the streets make it difficult to bike and walk (as well as drive)
 Potholes and manhole covers
 Current infrastructure makes it hard to walk/bike the streets
 Especially important when it comes to tourists
o Good examples include Indy, Nashville, Louisville, Chicago
o The downtown bike station is underutilized
 Only avid cyclists know it exists
 Now more businesses are putting in lockers and showers
Signage
o Put distance in terms of walking time to destination
o Opportunity for buses
o Explore St. Louis
 Need to have a way to update
 Explore St. Louis is currently looking for funding for updates
o Have looked into kiosks—put on backburner because of safety focus
 This keeps St. Louis ahead of the curve; putting in wayfinding signs just keeps us behind
 Bike sharing and kiosks signal to visitors that this is a modern city and a good place to visit
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•

•

•
•

•

Public/Private Partnerships
o Downtown STL has raised money to install smart lights on Market St.
 Has a “brain” that things can be added to
 Needs to know the City’s position in order to move forward
o Look to the City to set the standard on PPP
Event closures
o Signal timing is a problem
 Going to be addressed as part of this plan; managed through the TOC
o 200 Special events a year (doesn’t include Cardinals and Blues games)
o Need a new way to communicate street closures, and how to get around them
 There too many routes to and from to write them out for everyone
 Needs to be real-time
 Currently linking communicants to Waze
o Need to get event organizers to think about it differently
o Need standardized routes for each event
 Marathons it’s hard because the runners get bored
 Can have routes that are always open (e.g. used to keep the road in front of the old police
station open at all times)
 Routes change because of sponsors
 Minimum number of people are required for downtown events
o Stack events—run in the morning, Cards game in the afternoon
 Retrain people that they don’t need to leave
Hot Spots
o Broadway, Washington at 4th
o KMOX was talking about “stop and go” timing
Downtown STL can do surveys
o 3-5 questions; get a larger, diverse group of people
 i.e. last one was 800 responses
 Add that they only take 5 minutes, or that it’s only five questions, etc.
 Also, can add 30% of the way through, etc.
Parking
o Less parking means less driving
 There will be more multimodal, transit use
 If they park far away they are more likely to walk to a secondary destination (i.e. lunch)
 Less driving is better for the economy, health, safety
o Want to shift the balance toward bike/ped

Downtown Neighborhood Association
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna, Steve, John
Downtown Neighborhood Association: Laura Tobey, Don Hawf, Jared Opsal, Josh Restivo, Bryan King,
•

Bike Lanes
o Space, wide lanes
 Protected lanes
 BRT on Jefferson and Tucker
 Chicago has good examples
o Education for drivers—nobody knows what a shared lane is
o The current network is disjointed
o Residents want them
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Bike share
 Chattanooga is a good example
 Converted train bridge
One-way streets
o Some small businesses complain
o Visitors don’t understand it
Signage
o Especially for events
o Needs to be available for everyone, not just on your ability to pay for it (small businesses)
o Need more signage, especially at big destinations (i.e. Kiener Plaza)
Downtown Trolley
o Is not super useful
o Seems like international visitors are using it the most
o Make signage on the trolley (and at stops) for the visitors
 Make flyers to hand out
o People don’t know how to use it: how to pay, where it goes
 Choose to walk instead
 Need more signage
o Want to pay by phone
o Doesn’t go to a lot of the tourist hot spots
 Hits hotels, though
o Maybe two lines downtown, one for visitors, one for residents
o Bus app doesn’t work well
o Especially good for big events
“Branding” neighborhoods
o Get people from one district to the other
o Connect them through signage and transportation
o Highlight “places” as you travel the Downtown Trolley
o Create synergy within neighborhoods, businesses, other options
o Different districts can make it more intuitive to get around downtown (e.g. finding the Hyatt in the
Garment District vs finding the Hyatt Downtown)
o Placemaking and identity
 Use streetlights, painting, signage
Getting around downtown
o Walking is usually pleasant
o Tucker is intimidating for walking
 Protected island in middle would be good
 Washington is best to cross it
 Not long enough timing
o Crossing Olive is difficult
o Lots of ADA issues
 Drainage does not work at curb cuts, so puddles form there, then freeze and make it more
dangerous
 Especially at 10th/11th and Washington
o In general, the sidewalks are in good repair
o The crossings are the problem
o Make sure that the paint at crosswalks is good
o Want to focus on visitors getting around
o South City is completely detached from Downtown by the train yard
 No connection to Soulard
o A little traffic is okay; deprioritize motorists
o Hot spots: Broadway, Tucker, 4th, Jefferson, Olive (west of Tucker), Delmar, Market (west)
o Don’t want to close streets and cut off more access between Downtown and the north
neighborhoods
o

•
•

•

•

•
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•

Parking
o Build more muni garages in key places to ease transition
o Bike lanes instead of parking
o Parking on side streets or in garages
 Add more parking to some of these (7th)
o People park in the parking protected bike lanes (because they suck at parallel parking and unless
there is a barrier, they are going to park on that part)

CVC/Special Events & Tourism
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna
Hyatt Regency: Joe Hindsley
SLMPD: Renee Kriesmann
Bi-State Development: Jenny Nixon
Explore St. Louis: Jenny Malne, Paige Millard
National Park Service: Tara
Downtown STL: Lindsay VanQuaethem
City, Special Events: Ann Chance
•

•

•

•

Downtown traffic issues
o Joe: Introduction, location
o Changed traffic patterns (City Arch River, Stan Span)
 Now it’s gridlocked down there, especially during an event
 He’s lived in 9 different districts; this is one of the better timing plans
 Haven’t managed the diverted traffic from closing memorial, etc. for the arch grounds
o Broadways, cass, cole, carr intersection does not work well
 People are using it as a cut- through which works, except during events, when it gets tied
up
 Getting people onto the highway
 Tucker and Cass—long light
Special events
o Rush hour
o Even if it is turning off all the signals and have traffic cops out there flagging
o Bistate: My whole staff leaves at 230 on Cards day games
o Get stuck in parking garages; can’t get to streets
o Tour busses—problems with drop off and waiting
 Bi-State—once MODOT finished PSB then the two under the bridges are going to be for bus
parking; bistate will operate
• Bus drop off on LKS, Chestnut at LKS, and other
• Should be some way to get people from the lot to the destinations (too far in a
secluded area); talking about shuttle service
Route Standardizing
o LKS probably won’t work
 Landlocks Hyatt, Lumiere, etc.
o Bi-state—lost all their Saturday traffic because couldn’t board people (especially with high water)
o People want to start at Ballpark Village
 people want Ballpark Village and soon Kiener Plaza
Bike Sharing
o Good
o Haven’t heard about anyone who likes the Chestnut plan
 Hearing it from motorists
 People don’t get it
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•
•

•
•
•

•

Signage
o Shift thinking about walking downtown—perception is that it is not a walkable city
Trolley
o Needs more/better promotion
 They don’t look at it unless they are told to (a concierge, doorman, etc. will tell them to
use, but if they are out on the street, they don’t use it)
o Guests want to move their entire group at once—not a hosted service, it’s public transportation
o Good deal; heated and air conditioned
o Bi-state is good at providing us maps that hotels distribute
 Bistate—took the route map off the back
Ride sharing is good
o People are in cars more during the summer (family vacations) than other seasons (business
travelers)
Already looking forward to the Fair back at arch grounds
o Bikes in parks :(
o Using handicapped ramps
Parking
o App for parking (garages that are almost full, etc.)
 Smart city app smart parking app
 People get in lines; they don’t know where to go
 Park mobile is a good app; maybe put the walking time of garage to destination
o Support from the special events and producers
o Radio station dedicated to it
o Need to make sure that we’re directing them to safe, accessible, etc. garages
 Approved parking (big blue P) for the ones that qualify
 Needed to do it on a bigger scale
o Different needs: Parking, bike lanes, taxi and carriage queuing, driving
o Restaurants would have a problem with removing parking
Road closures
o Utilities are taking months to fix it; and it is taking driving lanes
o There is not communication to people on scheduled work, to get people to take different routes
o Communication to get the information out
 We need better updated way to do it to make it better
o People aren’t getting the entire plan, to plan accordingly
 Map, layer for traffic—one transit, one traffic, etc.
 See that another street is closed, too (need the third alternate route)
 They need to be able to figure out their alternate route
o Special events: status map is needed
 (Call before you dig, call before you drive)
 Waze using real-time information
 Send to conventioneers
 Hyatt has it on their website, and email it to anyone who has an email
 Hotels are another way to get the word out
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N/S Metrolink Study
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
Alta: Paul
City Project Team Members: Deanna
MoDOT: Denis Beganovic
EWGCG: Jerry Blair
AECOM: Jo Emerick, Kristen Lueken
WSP: Jennifer Pangborn, Dan DeArmond
•

AECOM distributed maps of current working route of the NS/SS

•

NS-SS update on the project
o The current City Northside-Southside planning work is around $2M and will be complete by June
2018.
o In the Fall they will have a final definition of alternatives.
o The general route is pretty much that which was defined in 2008. It will come from the south along
Jefferson, then east on Chouteau, to 14th Street to Clarke then east and split northbound on 9th
and southbound on 10th, then use Convention back to 14th. There are a couple options to go
north, one is West Florissant and on is to Jefferson then West Florissant.
o Currently planning to go along map route
o Trying to get an internal discussion at the City
o No capacity on Washington
o Want to know if the Convention Center expansion/street closings are going through before there
is a decision
 9th is closed for conventions more often than it is open
o Want to talk about pre-emption, catenary, charging stations downtown
o Have SYNCHRO model and run ISSIM on any intersections, roadways with complex geometry or
phasing—to look at how it effects the streets, not for optimization
o Study is at the feasibility point
o Issues:
 The Convention Center may want to vacate 9th, which will be an issue for the Northside
Route on the table right now. Truck loading is critical along 9th Street and there will be
changes to the street and the light rail will be a problem.
 Jerry Blair asked about including transit pre-emption into the signal operations downtown.
Shawn indicated we can look at this.
 Jerry indicated that technology has progressed on battery powered transit vehicles for
short runs and the Northside-Southside team is looking at this in the downtown looping to
avoid catenary wires.
 There are sever streets bikes will be impacted: 14th Street in crossing I-64. The transit will be
in this corridor so there is no longer room for bikes from Chouteau to Clark. Chouteau will
be impacted, and the bikeway will need to be reconfigured. 14th Street north is addressed
with the Great Street Plan. 9th and 10th Street potential bikeways are impacted. St. Louis
Avenue is one option for light rail and was noted as a possible bikeway in discussion with
the Project Connect Group.
Biking
o Want to make sure that bikes can get to the stations
o NS-SS is looking at bike/ped, too
o Coordinate more with Paul
Looking at alternatives up around NGA
o Lots of streets have excess capacity
Will work together
o Keep each other in the loop

•

•
•
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o Have Mike look at it; give info to feed into NS-SS
o May need to set up more meetings
Available data—coordinate data collection

Trailnet Vision Project
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
Alta: Paul
City Project Team Members: Deanna, Dan
Trailnet: Grace Kyung, Marcia, Cindy Mense
Downtown business owner: Brad Waldrop
•
•
•

•
•
•

Need coordination
o Trailnet Vision
Bike sharing
o It has come up a lot in these meetings
Vision
o Grace shared Trailnet information regarding their big idea and their focus is community
engagement on destinations people want to get to and neighborhoods people want to connect.
They are willing to share information they get when their engagement hits high gear. We agreed
that in June we will sit down for a few hours and overlay our networks and hammer out one
common network for Trailnet and the Multi-Modal study.
o Timeline
 Finished at end of year
 Community engagement now
• Finished by the end of this project
 Survey for members
• Looking at end of May to finish
 One on one stakeholder interviews
 Includes maps
o Introduction
o Find out what streets have capacity
o Where do people want bike trails
o Placemaking
o Land use
o Looking at getting others’ input—committees to “educate Trailnet”
o GRG is on each committee; want to connect to their facilities
o Wheel
o On-street facilities
o Looking at routes, and the network overall
o Connection to south city
Parking
o Smart parking
Biking
o Want bike priority rather than transit priority
o Layer in the Smart Cities elements
Economic developments
o Fox Park
o The Property own present stated that Soulard is a key destination and 7th/8th Street should be a
connection in the N-S direction. There is no parking and it does not carry a large amount of traffic,
even on a Cardinal game day.
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•
•
•

Want Trailnet and Paul to sit down for a couple of days and hammer it all out
Trailnet may have stakeholder feedback by now
CBB/Alta want to have as much data as possible

SLDC/Planning & Urban Design
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna
PDA: Connie Tomasula
SLDC: Rob Orr
•

•

•

•

Smart City Commission
o Isa or Rob can forward documents
o Interdepartmental
o Decisions making group, technical group
o Promises to NGA to incorporate Smart City elements in the City
o Information of the RTCC
 Lighting (plug and play)
o Data bill of rights
o Make sure that various techs work together
o Smart App
RTCC
o Can change signal timing plans (similar to GGL)
o Port Authority has two work stations in the RTCC that either police or traffic can use at any time
 Tied into the real-time camera system
Traffic downtown
o Flashing reds when there isn’t anything going on?
o Pedestrian traffic
o Crossing 14th at Market is bad
 Especially important for events at Scottrade or Peabody
 Just had a fatality here
o Crossing Tucker is hard; short crossing time because of the protected left turn arrow
 Market is probably the best place to cross it
 Washington is especially bad
Projects
o AJR for 64-Jefferson
 Get bikes off Jefferson south of 64
 Move them to 22nd street, via Scott
 Looking at engineer for 30% design for next steps
o 7th Street streetscape improvements
 Washington Ave to Walnut
 STP or CMAQ
o North Riverfront project
o Possible streetscapes; higher priority streets
 7th, 8th, 14th, Tucker
o N-S Metro to NGA
 Looking for at 10-20-acre site for maintenance facility
 Ameren is looking for a 15-acre site
 Told NGA neighborhoods no more eminent domain
 Need riders from the south to make up for the current lack of riders in the north
o Approved development of the IGO site—proposed hospital
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o

Connectivity at Washington and 44
 Lucas Ave reopened (vacant parking lot)
 Lack of connectivity hurts the Landing

NGA/Project Connect
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna, John
PDA: Connie Tomasula
Lochgroup, Project Connect: Julie Nolfo, Dustin Riechmann
MoDOT: Laura Ellen, Michelle Voegele
Civitas: Isa Reeb (call in)
Great Rivers Greenway: Mark Vogl
•

Introduction to Project Connect
o Action plan:
 Community engagement
 Hot spots for development
 Market study of trends
 Coordination with NS-SS
• If Florissant or Jefferson—expect to have an answer in August on the preferred
alignment
 Bike planning workshop
• Moving bikes off Jefferson to 20th
• Cass Ave. getting bikes; option on St. Louis Ave.
• Depends on Metro alignment
 Cass and Jefferson interchanges will be done prior to 2022
 Looking at funding and timelines now
o Jefferson/64 interchange
 Split diamond interchange
 Duel left turn lanes northbound; one southbound
 Three lanes carried up to Market
 Jefferson widened to go north in the existing right of way
• Keeping median down by Chouteau
 It is not approved
• Has internal MoDOT approval
• Draft AJR this summer
 Taking it to the public, potentially May 1st
 Public bike lane on Scott
 Compton identified as low stress bike avenue
o Cass Avenue
o Looking for a low stress bike lane
o Might change with conversation with GRG
o More vehicle lanes needed east of 14th street for capacity of the Stan Span
o Another connection to the river?
o Staying off 14th because so many people are looking at it
o Options to connect 14th Street great street to Trestle Park
o Stations at Biddle
o Don’t want to cut connections to the north
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STL Business Developers
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Deanna
SLMPD: Renee Kriessmann
LHMC: Steve O’Loughlin
The Lawrence Group: Steve Smith
The Koman Group: Garrick Hamilton
Cushman Wakefield: John Warren
Downtown STL, Inc: Mobin Kahn
•

•

•

•

Good examples
o Denver with train car down the middle
o Kansas City, too
o Ours doesn’t connect two places
o Indy Cultural Trail
o The Belt Line
Connections between areas
o Downtown Trolley
 Needs updating
 Sometimes it’s easier to just walk
 Doesn’t say what the attractions are along the route for tourists
 “Uber for busses”
 A good downtown circulator is necessary
 Alderman is looking at one for Cortex
 Want a more modern bus
 More aesthetic
 Electric, or something similar?
o Branding districts, with wayfinding
o Want streets that are friendly to walk on
o East-West Street
o Olive
 Potential to remove some traffic lights
 Lots of special events there now
o Outside of downtown
 Connect to Forest Park
 Connect SLU to their developments in the Grove
Clark
o Knock it out of the park
o Peds are already these
o Pie in the sky:
 Historic lighting (LED lighting further down)
 Road diets a corner [bumpouts]
 New crosswalks, like the Shaw crosswalk
o Improve pavements
o Between Union Station and Scottrade
 Bus stops are temporary
 Dark, dirty
 There is no retail now
Traffic
o One ways
o Communication of street closures
o Map and app for it (currently using Waze)
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•

•
•

o Smart parking app
o Signal timing for special events
Retail parking
o Graduated parking
o Restaurants want it on street
o Need connectivity to get people there
Bike share
o Good
o Need facilities to support it
Metro
o PUT IN TURNSTILES!!!!

STL Business Incubators & Technology
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna
Cortex: Beth Letsher
MoDOT: Tom Blair
•
•
•

•

•

•

CORTEX
Cortex is about to get much more multi-modal with the Metrolink coming in
o Have talked to developers, WUSTL, Forest Park Forever
o TIGER Grant is not for a new station and then a trail to nowhere
Looking at parking garage options—U3 (analysis of proposals) and Walker for real estate parking work
o Use of the garage, day time night time use
o Options for park here, eat here, travel to the ball game?? is this marketable, revenue source?
o Metrolink station will be a game changer
o Millennials
o For Microsoft coming
Kiosks
o Way-finding—can’t do signs because things are changing too fast
o Looking at one kiosk ($$)
 No time or resources to get other local partnership together
 DV: Talk to Park Central—Roddy is looking at doing this
 Unit from grant, the rest Cortex is paying for
 Going to bid at the end of the month; unit will have a very basic system; won’t be installed
for a year
 If it’s on anyone’s right of way, it’s metros
 Same unit as in KC
 City is looking at city-wide
 Advertising on City right of way
Bike Share
o There are some people who are ready to go with bike share now, but want to be part of a larger
picture (WashU, Cortex, SLU)
o Cortex looking at it because buildings are four blocks apart—too far to walk, not far enough to
drive
MoDOT and ITS
o Traditional ITS—this conversation more than signals or dynamic signage board
o Heading the Road to Tomorrow
o Tech is changing faster than governments can keep up
 Nobody has this figured out (even Kansas City still figuring it out)
 City can move better to this than the state level
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 IOT- radical now, going to get more radical
Our [people’s] expectations are growing
Energy creation on public right of ways
Data is really where the money is, not just data
 Some comes into micro-advertising
 Kansas City has Bill of Data Rights—good
 Sell data, to someone else
MoDOT DMS signs
o MoDOT open to it; no advertisings on the public right of way
o Metro was calling to say if there was parking at lots (i.e. metro parking available next exit)
MoDOT is upping their game in the City
o Zebra striped crosswalks on all our routes
o
o
o

•
•

Bike/Ped
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna, Jamie, John
EWGCG: Rachel Pawlek
GRG: Elizabeth Simons, Todd Antoine, Angelica Gutierrez
Trailnet: Steve Schmidt
•
•

•
•

•

GRG plans
o North Riverfront
Bicycles
o Connections to South City
o Connecting west—BJC, Forest Park
o Looking at what makes sense: shared bike lanes at all or just separated bike lanes
o Looking more at the low stress bike lanes; shared lanes don’t do a whole lot
o Sharrows have faded on a number, need to be kept up
o Tend to disappear with resurfacing
Focusing on Busch Stadium, Scottrade, ped connection
o People are walking from Busch to Scottrade for blues games
Wayfinding is going to be important for tourists, visitors
o Including arch grounds and Laclede’s Landing
o Signing for motorists and peds
o Kiosks
 Smart parking
o Placemaking in district
Biking
o Bike routes and ped routes may be different
o Bike sharing
 SLU is looking at having a corral on campus
o Bike facilities with new development
 Something to be addressed with new administration
o When streets get resurfaced, not rebuilt the same
 Utilities, especially
 Trench cuts run right down the middle of the bike lane
 Maybe look at an education component
 Maybe make a policy and ordinance; include in permits
o Ought to be a way to connect forest park, west end, and downtown
o Routes
 Tucker – Just became structurally unsound
 Coming up 20th; using Scott
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•
•
•

Parking
Graduated parking
o Removing some parking for bike lanes
o Removing parallel parking reduces traffic
Traffic will change once all the City Arch River plans are finished
o Tucker right in front of City Hall—people crossing; stopping to take pics
o Mid-block crosswalk

ADA
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna, Jamie
City, Office of the Disabled: Andrew Lackey
Paraquad: Kim Lackey
EWGCC: Rachel Pawlek
MoDOT: Denis Beganovic
•

•

•
•

Plans for audible signals?
o As signals get upgraded, that is part of the plan
 Don’t have the money to do it for all
o Priorities
 Tucker
 Any high traffic, high volume street with a lot of cars—they are the ones that go fast where
people don’t have the patience for peds
 Market is a problem, they are crossing on a red light
 Visually impaired are trained to listen for cars
 Where the peds are not expected to cross with the green/at atypical crossing
o Accessible ped signals
 Want every phase because of the system
 Greater need at atypical crossings
 Provide a bar and where we’re not hitting that bar (map or document)
o Sound pollution
 Sound, adds sound pollution at unnecessary times
 Washington DC
 If we figure out a good model, we can get their performance specs
 Contractors go to the cheapest brand, but we can pick the spec to the model
 Especially in summer when people have windows open
 They create a canyon effect
 A way to use smart tech to detect peds and only work then during specific times?
Directional curb ramps
o Problem when not lined up with the ped crosswalk
o Blended transitions are better but not all the way there
 Especially when trying to deal with turning cars
o Maybe make a priority the Metrolink stops—that’s how people get around
 Lots of people with disabilities are traveling via metro as a large part
Downtown Trolley
o Don’t drive, but don’t use the trolley; easier to walk
 Might use it if going west of Tucker (hard to cross)
Transit
o Frequency is difficult
o Use it for getting to the county
o Using the buses that go where the metro doesn’t (like Broadway bus)
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•

•

•

 Trolley runs where the Metro goes
 Can get the metro at designated stations
o People will park in front of the bus stop, so drivers are parked in the middle of the street and drop
the ramp, he has to find a curb cut and get around to get on it (not drivers’ fault, parkers fault)
Wayfinding and signage
o Want to add consistency in signage in type and location
 Really good contrast is good for people with low vision
o Real time bus announcement for when the bus is coming
 Audible announcements at the stop
o Push button to make whatever is on the kiosk is audible
o Current Metro signs are too small and too high
Push button signals
o Not an issue downtown, because there they change regardless of the buttons
o Usually the button is difficult to reach
 Send an email whenever you see it, to get it fixed
ADA Transition Plan
o City is in the process of updating and upgrading the ADA improvement plan
 In terms of programs that city operates and funds as well as facilities (includes streets and
sidewalks)
o Barrier identifications
o Underway; when finished (never complete) will have a plan for barrier removal and
implementation for this
o Further along, will have public engagement with it as well
 Agencies who report to the mayor have been involved; county agencies have not been
involved yet
 No set time frame—long term

Major Downtown Institutions
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Srinu, Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Deanna
National Park Service, Gateway Arch: Frank Mares
SLCL: Adele Heagney
MRCTI: Colin Wellenkamp
SLU Law: Sam Jordan
CityArchRiver: Erik Morazakewski
Bi-state Development: Julie Stone
•

•

Moving the work force in and out of the environment
o Traffic at certain times—ties into signaling
o Riders need the connection to get where they are going
o Regional connections out of downtown
 How to get onto the Stan Span
 Other routes onto 40/64
 Half them don’t know there is an on ramp at 10th
 So, a huge need for wayfinding for commuters
Street closures/events; hotels and employees can’t get in and out of businesses
o Using Waze for a requirement of Waze
o Also, then for Ameren, Laclede work
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

Districts
o Totally different area going from EWG to Met One; don’t go from one to the other; didn’t cross
the boundaries
 Regular daytime, 9-5 people don’t go outside of their zone because not used to walking
5 blocks
 Tucker is a “Big wall to cross”
• People don’t always cross because it’s fast
• Timing of the lights means you need to gun it, to make sure that you get all the
lights green
o Minneapolis/St. Paul are using greenways to connect
 Studies showing people walking with trees on both sides, grass on at least one side
 9-5 and venue traffic
 Connecting clusters
How do you bring the closest resource into the city?
o De-incentivize the car, near the river, and downtown
 Other cities are forcing people to get into the city without the car
• Bike share in DC
• Lack of parking is why a lot of cities are doing that
Greenways
o When talking about green ribbons; Gateway Mall—to complete that ribbon psychologically and
visually
o Now that people are parking elsewhere, people are walking
 More ped traffic than ever before
 Happy to continue to walk elsewhere
 Probably will change when the Arch opens
o “Riverfront” as definition has expanded
 I don’t ever go anywhere west of Tucker for lunch—psychologically that it will take more
time
o One of the areas cut off is the Landing connection to downtown
 Will have 15 entrances into and out of the arch
Access to downtown
o From South City
 Crossings are dark and unsafe
 Transit users are going to be in this area more with NS SS
 How can public transit support that walking system?
 Constant conversation
 Limited bridges
 14th street is the only one with capacity, so NS SS is taking that
 Tucker bridge is now structurally deficient
o North one is 14th street because a lot of superblocks
o West side—Chouteau Greenway and Olive, Lindell
SLU students are thinking east west for neighborhood on where to live; don’t have the bike facilities to
support a lot of biking
Need reasons to walk
o Walkability, safety, and security are entwined
o Ped traffic begets ped traffic; when you’re by yourself
o More concerns in evening, but daytime too
o Events draw people
o Not a lot of ground floor retail, so “street level no man’s land”
o Create something in that street that makes that street a sense of place
o Make downtown a shopping center for daily shopping
 Its lunchtime, tourist retail, not everyday
o Marketing/branding problem
What do visitors to the Arch ground want to connect to?
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Union Station and City Museum
Way-finding is key—especially for multi-modally
 Larger city they are from more likely to walk
 Leave the crumbs for people to enjoy it along the way
 Sullivan to City Hall is the same distance as Galleria one side to the other and back
o Walk up the Gateway Mall to Union Station
o Walk up Washington to City Museum
 Its what people want St. Louis to be—cool historic buildings that are redeveloped as retail
and restaurants
o Local people are some of the worst
 Tucker isn’t the psychological impediment for tourists
 Our patrons have a psych barrier that they are going to get robbed
o Tourists comment that the city is so clean
4th street is challenging
o Issue with peds taking pics in the middle of the street and crossing from Arch Ground to the
Gateway Mall
o Stadium East
Problem of people crossing in front of the old courthouse midblock?
o More problems on LKS
Multimodal-use path through the Mall?
o Boston’s Rose Kennedy Greenway
Eyes on the street
o People who are there—NPS, Metro drivers
o If all of the big institutions are keeping their eyes open as part of this
Wayfinding
o Only 8 blocks, 3 min., 1/10th of your daily steps
o Make sure that the wayfinding has transit, not just destinations
o More emphasis on north/south
o
o

•

•
•
•
•

Public Transportation
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
Alta: Paul
City Project Team Members: Dan, Deanna, John
EWGCC: Rachel Pawlek, Paul Hubbman
Bi-State, bike share: Liza Farr
Bi-State, Metro: Jessica Mefford Miller, Jessica Gershmann
SLDC, St. Louis Port Authority: Susan Taylor
This meeting was to share information about the Multimodal Study and the Phase 3 Traffic Operations Design
Work.
•

•
•

Metro
o Series of fixed assets downtown
o Jessica Medford-Miller stated that they have a wayfinding project starting that will connect
Metrolink and Metrobus. They are also just starting a Metro Reimagined process starting that will
update the bus network. The project will start in April and be completed by fall. The Civic Center
station will also be completed by fall.
o She indicated that collectively we need to rethink circulation and be deliberate about improving
circulation. This includes hubs in an N-S and E-W orientation, spaced appropriately
Plan for amenities and permanent bus stops, not movable stops,
Integrate with bike/ped. travel
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

Add kiosks (In the form of apps and signage)
We need wayfinding downtown at a pedestrian scale to compliment the current vehicular wayfinding.
Use districts in the City for circulation to and from.
o Comprehensive Evaluation Study—through the fall; winter 17-18 working development strategies
 Paths to get from hub to destination
 Carving out some corridors
• N/S and E/W
• Where can operate efficiently, but also want a “home” for the bus services: street
furniture—means more permanence
o Open to what the routes are
o People talking about more pronounced stops, street furniture, kiosks,
 Not addressing way-finding within the community—bus stop signs
 Having a number of agencies pooling their resources for consistent and complete signing
• Gear it toward transit users
o People want to pay with their phones
o Maybe new vehicles
 Study is looking at everything
o Number of riders per stop
o Can provide for this study—Bernadette has it; work with her to get it in a format that you need
o Data is available on bus and metro Link boarding to see where people get on the system and can
be good to see concentrations of pedestrians.
Parking
o Reduce zoning requirements for builders?
o Paul Hubbman stated that we should look to eliminate parking in transit corridors. He asked if we
are considering future developments, which we are.
o One idea is to look at old transit maps to see if that is applicable to today.
o Deanna stated that there are a lot of parking garages downtown that are only partially filled,
even on Cardinal Game days. There are 22 garages that are likely not in the right locations so
mobility between them and destinations is critical.
o Reduction of parking requirements was suggested.
Would it be good to have CBB team members at the April meetings?
o April is more the info gathering meeting, but would make sense for the BPS meetings
o By July taking this to the public for 1st time; delivering existing conditions
o Could be helpful for this study
o Maybe by summer, CBB can inform Metro’s study
o Have 1/2-day, day workshops over the summer
o COORDINATE SCHEDULE WITH METRO
o DEANNA SENT INVITE FOR HER DAY AT METRO
o Jessica Gershman stated that they will have July meetings on Metro Reimagined and, in the
summer, we can look to coordinating the bus and bike network. They will also look at vehicle
types in Metro Reimagined.
o It will be important for the Multimodal study and Metro Reimagined to work together to
consolidate bus stops.
High Speed rail maybe coming into Downtown StL
Downtown circulator
o Getting people to walk further
o Be strategic about coverage
o A network of circulators working off perhaps civic center
 Almost like a clover leaf
o Putting an all-purpose commuter at a disadvantage
o What we were hearing is people don’t know what the fare is, and people don’t know what the
stops are for/destinations; have it announced
 Forest park trolley has brochures; it just put in the automated tour bus announcer” system
Connect bike network to the transit system
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•

•
•

o Bike corrals
o Focus on neighborhoods or districts for walking and biking.
Special events mess up traffic
o Downtown STL sends out road closures; would be nice to have a real-time map
 Looking at Waze for that
o It would be nice to have one place for all the information on how to get to and from
o Use Waze for advance warning
 Enable Metro to get reroutes out early
Still a lot of questions about NS-SS and its impact
Idea:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Prepare network map layers for each mode we can overlay top see where there are plans and
where options are available for connections and circulation between districts:
Pedestrian
Motor vehicles
Bikes
Bus
Light Rail
Freight

Emergency Responders
ATTENDEES:
CBB: Shawn, Jacque, Annette
City Project Team Members: Deanna
Fire, EMS: Tony Obenhaus
National Park Service, Gateway Arch: Bill McKinney
Fire Department: Leon Whitener
Metro, Security: Richard Zott
SLMPD, 4th District: Jim Joyner
St. Louis Parks Department
•

•

•
•

Priorities?
o Safety and security on metro
o Nodes of activities
o Walking and connectivity
o Branding
o Synergy between agencies, (i.e. police and metro, etc.)
o e.g. lots of cameras, sharing
Cameras
o Look at where robberies are taking place and put cameras there
 Downtown Business Group—contract with Asymmetrics in private security; 8 policemen
walk in pairs, phone numbers to businesses for non-emergencies (homeless, beggars, etc.)
o We have cameras everywhere and you’re right that the bad guys know where the cameras are;
and some are starting to wear face masks
Need to figure out the signals at the north end to figure out the system
Biking
o Bike patrol officers
 PD is in crisis mode—prop P in the county officers are leaving city
o Protected bike lane
 On Chestnut
o Bike share…Cortex, SLU, WashU, BJC
 Arch and other tourists
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•

•

•

o Metro is talking about having bikes everywhere
One of the problems is the homeless
o One of the problems is too much affordable housing next to the Downtown BD
Parking
o Retail parking is important
o Another thing the city wants to do is graduated parking rates
 It’s good because it generates revenue
o At Metro, 5% of people use our services
 Is there a break-even point where people stop coming downtown because parking is too
expensive?
 Competing with Chesterfield for events
 Smart parking systems
 Let’s use the on-street parking for the short trips (retail and restaurants)
o The NPS likes the on-street parking for visitors
 The only metered parking near arch is LKS—so electronic based meters that go under
water every few year
 Or they’re parking on the landing, getting their cars hit, and never wanting to come back
o Parking app
 Costly
 Waze is looking at it
Metro: Security
o Starting to get smart cards; looking at turnstiles
 Cost could be about 150 million dollars; about 45 years to get return on the value
 Police officer on every train is an extra 280
o It would be nice for people to have to look into a camera
 Who would you stop—anyone who has a warrant would be stopped, but people who
haven’t been caught would be able to get on
 Not enough money
Like this program that PD was talking about; would like to see that with Metro
o Have the phones, giving out the phone numbers
 Quality of life calls
o Now getting calls because we’re escorting people to their cars
o Businesses are paying for it—not the city
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2. ENGAGEMENT WEEK 2

CBB hosted a second stakeholder
engagement week in September 2017
to get feedback on proposed
recommendations. Using input from the
first stakeholder engagement week,
CBB had progressed with significant
steps in the study process and wanted
to get input on these steps. The Vision
was refined, and as identified in the
Charrette 1 appendix, the goals,
objectives, strategies and elements
were developed. The strategies and
elements
are
more
measurable
recommendations for the Downtown
Multimodal Plan, while the goals and
objectives are broader ways to achieve
the vision. Additionally, CBB developed
a hierarchy of streets and laid out that
plan on maps prioritized by mode. The
team showed a pedestrian map, a
bicycle map, a vehicle map, and a
composite map. While these maps do
not necessarily exclude one mode of transportation on certain corridors, they prioritize where to implement the
strategies and elements to best accommodate that mode. For example, if we can enhance corridors that make
logical connections for pedestrians with updated elements (wayfinding, landscaping, public art, etc.), we can
create a welcoming and comfortable environment Downtown. Additionally, due to limited right of way (ROW)
space in the street, we cannot accommodate all modes of transportation on every street. This hierarchy of streets
allows the City to prioritize investments by mode on corridors within Downtown St. Louis. The format for the week
consisted of eight, ½-day workshops, prioritized by certain key components of the Downtown Multimodal Study,
as well as one general evening meeting. The format was a drop-in style format that started with a brief
presentation about the project, then attendees were encouraged to review boards and maps and offer input
on priorities as well as certain items with which they either agreed or disagreed. In addition to those activities,
CBB led walkabouts in Downtown. These Walkabouts allowed members of the core team as well as attendees
to experience Downtown as pedestrians do and look for areas of opportunity for improvement. Finally, a survey
was developed that was made available either in person or online. All materials presented at the stakeholder
engagement (including notes from the week) are included in this appendix.

STAKEHOLDERS
Every stakeholder that attended or was invited to the first meeting was e-mailed (included at end of this appendix
section) to attend the second stakeholder engagement week. In addition to inviting all of the previously involved
stakeholders, the team developed a Facebook page for the event and shared the stakeholder engagement
week calendar on multiple forms of social media. The week consisted of eight workshops and one general
evening session. The workshop topics were agreed upon by the core team based on input from the first week of
stakeholder engagement. The eight key topics are: bike, pedestrian, event traffic management/traffic, parking,
transit, technology, hot spot locations, policy issues. Throughout the week, we had approximately 40 members
attend the workshops that represented 26 different agencies or organizations. Participants started each session
with a brief presentation on the study and the process. They then were able to participate in multiple activities
outlined in the next section.
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Stakeholder Engagement Activities
The team developed six activities that provided ways for
attendees to participate and give feedback on the Downtown
Multimodal Study. The goal of this week was to:
- Get feedback on goals, objectives, strategies and
elements
- Receive input on priorities for Downtown
- Gather any additional thoughts or feedback about the
Downtown Multimodal Study
The workshop week activities included (with some brief
information about how attendees were asked to participate):
PowerPoint
- Listen to information about the study, and where the
study is at this point
- Understand ways to get involved with the process
- A scrolling PowerPoint played continuously with details
about strategies and elements
Boards
-

Review general project information
Better understand Study Vision and Planning Process
Review goals, objectives, strategies and elements
Review Engagement Week 1 Summary
Learn about how to get involved in Week 2
Note priorities for Strategies and elements

Survey
- Complete survey to discover if attendees agree with proposed hierarchy of street
- What are your priorities for Downtown
- Do attendees agree with proposed strategies and elements
Maps
- Review existing conditions map
- Review hierarchy of streets (mode maps)
- Indicate any important Downtown destinations, connections points of interest, or areas of opportunity
Dot Exercise
- Use your dots to indicate priorities in terms of geography (mode maps)
- Use your dots to indicate priorities in terms of strategies and elements (boards)
Walkabouts in Downtown
- CBB lead walking tours in Downtown; three routes offered with an informational sheet given about items
to look for and consider while participating in the walkabout
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KEY FINDINGS
The team received positive input at the Engagement Week, and the general consensus was that our ideas were
logical, relevant, and critical to a more robust multimodal transportation system in Downtown St. Louis. Our priority
corridors by mode were well received, with only slight modifications that were made that week. People agreed
with our strategies and elements and indicated their priorities for those strategies and elements.
One idea that kept emerging was to post all of the information shared at the public meeting online. Based on
the number of requests and the ability to reach a larger audience, the team developed a website that shared
all
of
the
information
shared
at
the
Engagement
Week
2.
The
website
(www.downtownstltransportationstudy.com) had three tabs to replicate the way we shared information at the
workshops. An ‘overview’ tab provided background information on the project and project limits and detailed
the vision, goals and objections discussed the timeline and what had been done to this point. The ‘what’s
happening now’ tab gave information on the Week 2 Stakeholder Engagement process and shared all of the
boards, as well as the maps, and included a comment form. The ‘next steps’ tab gave information on ways to
get involved moving forward and included a comment form.
We received roughly 10 comment forms that were incorporated into the general comments from the
engagement week and had 17 surveys completed online.
Attachments of referenced materials are included next.
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Engagement Week 2 Flyer:

Engagement Week 2 Email Invite:
Good afternoon.
The City of St. Louis is currently working on a Downtown Multimodal Study and you are invited to attend the
second engagement week. The flyer for the week (Monday 9/18 – Thursday 9/21) is attached. Each day will be
broken into half-day workshops by subject (as indicated on attached flyer). Each morning session will start at 9:30
am with a short presentation, and the afternoon sessions start at 1:30 pm with a short presentation. The workshops
will be held at 1520 Market, first floor – please feel free to attend any workshops that may interest you.
The goal of this study is to develop a plan for Downtown St. Louis that supports a well-connected, robust
multimodal transportation system, for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, motorists, and
commercial business. This system should promote economic growth and community development while
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improving accessibility, safety, sustainability, and public health. We look forward to your input and feedback
during this process. The City’s project manager for this study is Dan Buschmeyer from the Board of Public Service.
Please note, we are conducting walkabouts throughout Downtown as a part of this engagement week. If you
are interested in participating in that portion, please let me know, as well as days/times that may accommodate
your schedule better. Please let me know if you have any questions. Feel free to share this information with others
you think may be interested in joining.
Thanks!
Engagement Week 2 Attendees:
Bike

Session

Bike

Name

Org

Email

Todd Antoine
Liza Farr
Jay Watson
Rachael Pawlak
Melissa Theis
Connie Tomasula
Steven Foelsch
John Kohler
Zachary Kraft
Alex Devlin
Brad Waldrop
Laura Murray
Chantez Williams

Great Rivers Greenway
Bi State Development
SLDC
EWGCOG
EWGCOG
Planning & Urban Design
Starkloff
City of STL BPS
ITSA, City of St. Louis
Trailnet
Brad Waldrop Properties
Alta
Health Department

tantoine@grgstl.org

Name

Org

Email

Andrew Lackey
Sara Wessels
Imran Hanafi
Taylor March
Alex Devlin

City of STL Office of the Disabled
SLDC
Trailnet
Trailnet

lackeya@stlouis-mo.gov
wesselss@stlouis-mo.gov
ihanafi@hotmail.com
taylor@trailnet.org
alex@trailnet.org

Name

Org

Email

Alexander Price
Jake Banton
Andrew Murray
Jacob Tremble

Mackey Mitchell
PGAV Planners

aprice1828@outlook.com
jake_b@mackeymitchell.com
andrewzmurray@gmail.com
jtrimble@stlouisco.com

ejfarr@bistatedev.org
watsonj@stlouis-mo.gov
rachael.pawlek@ewgateway.org
melissa.theiss@ewgateway.org
tomasulac@stlouis-mo.gov
sfoelsch@starkloff.org
kohlerj@stlouis-mo.gov
kraftz@stlouis-mo.gov
alex@trailnet.org
bw@bradwaldrop.com
williamsch@stlouis-mo.gov

Pedestrian

Session

Pedestrian

General Evening Session

Session

General
Evening
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Event Traffic Management

Session

Name

Org

Email

Event Traffic
Management

Marty Brooks

Explore St. Louis

MBROOKS@EXPLORESTLOUIS.COM

Kristen Lueken

AECOM

kristen.lueken@aecom.com

Name

Org

Brett Frankhauser

SP+ Parking

Email
bfrankhauser@spplus.com

Name

Org

Email

Kristen Lueken
Marcie Meystrik
Laura Ellen
Connie Tomasula
Steven Foelsch
Jessica Gershman
Erika Fuesting

AECOM
EWGCOG
MoDOT
Planning & Urban Design
Starkloff Disability Institute
Metro
CBB

kristen.lueken@aecom.com
marcie@ewgateway.org
laura.ellen@modot.mo.gov
tomasulac@stlouis-mo.gov
sfoelsch@starkloff.org
jsgershman@metrostlouis.org
Efuesting@cbbtraffic.com

Name

Org

Email

Tom Blair
Jay Watson
Austin Korns

MoDOT
SLDC
SLDC

thomas.blair@modot.mo.gov
watsonj@stlouis-mo.gov
kornsa@stlouis-mo.gov

Parking

Session

Parking
Transit

Session

Transit

Technology

Session

Technology

Hot Spot Locations

Session

Hot Spot
Locations

Name

Org

Email

Gerry Connolly
Jenny Malone
Shelia Woods
Yodit Teklu
Christopher Michael

Team TIF
Explore St. Louis
Comptrollers Office
STL Regional Freightway
EWGCOG

connolly.gerard85@gmail.com
jmalone@explorestlouis.com
woodss@stlouis-mo.gov
yxteklu@thefreightway.com
christopher.miachel@ewgateway.org

Policy Issues
*No attendees – group working session
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Engagement Week 2 Introduction Powerpoint:
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Engagement Week 2 Scrolling Powerpoint:
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Engagement Week 2 Boards:
Welcome Boards (without feedback):
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Strategies & Elements:
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Maps:
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Boards with feedback:
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Engagement Week 2 Survey:

The following survey was made available as a hard copy at the second week of stakeholder engagement andalso published
on the website. The survey with results is included following the blank survey.
Downtown Multimodal Study Survey
Thank you for participating in the engagement process for the Downtown Multimodal Study! he City of St. Louis is currently
working on this planning effort to enhance multimodal options Downtown. The vision for the Downtown Transportation
Network is:
A robust multimodal system that enhances connections for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users and motorists, while improving
quality of life, supporting economic growth and community development, easing congestion and bettering air quality, and
improving public health.
The survey will ask about current experiences traveling to and around downtown as well as your opinions regarding possible
transportation changes in the Downtown area. Your responses will be used to inform the study team in the planning for the
future downtown St. Louis transportation network
The City of St. Louis Project Manager is Dan Buschmeyer, PE with the Board of Public Service. If you have any questions about
the project, please contact Jacque Lumsden (CBB) Study Public Engagement Lead, Jacque Lumsden at 314-449-9565 or
JLumsden@cbbtraffic.com.
1.

Where do you live? (reference map)
a. Carr Square
b. Columbus Square
c. Riverside North
d. Downtown West
e. Washington Ave./Garment District
f. Central Business District
g. Civic Center
h. Cupples Station/Ballpark
i.
Chouteau
j.
Elsewhere in the City
k. Elsewhere in the Metro area
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2.

Where do you work?
a. Carr Square
b. Columbus Square
c. Riverside North
d. Downtown West
e. Washington Ave./Garment District
f. Central Business District
g. Civic Center
h. Cupples Station/Ballpark
i.
Chouteau
j.
Elsewhere in the City
k. Elsewhere in the Metro area

3.

With one being the most important, and seven being the least important, to enhance the travelling experience
downtown, please rank the goals.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

4.

RANK
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

With one being the most important, and seven being the least important, to enhance the travelling experience
downtown, please rank the objectives.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

5.

GOAL
A Vibrant Downtown St. Louis
¬
The Availability of Transportation Choices
Equitable Access to Goods, Jobs, and Services
Connecting People and Places in St. Louis
Promoting Public Health and Clean Air
Promoting a High Quality of Life for St. Louis Residents
Economic Growth in downtown St. Louis

OBJECTIVE
Event Traffic Management
Multimodal Connections and Circulation
Accessibility for the Disabled
Encouraging Travel in Modes other than Cars
Creating Unique and Vibrant Places in the City
Making is Safer to Travel in the Downtown
Reducing Crime on the Streets, Busses, and Metrolink

RANK
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

How often do you use these modes of transportation while Downtown?

Daily

Weekly

Monthly Yearly

Never

Walk
Bike
Metrolink
Bus
Personal Auto
Rideshare/Taxi
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6.

Please indicate what modes you use most often for travel Downtown.

Walk

Bike

Transit

Personal Auto Rideshare/Taxi

Special events such as festivals
Sporting events
Exercise/recreation
Work
Bars/restaurants
Retail
Tourist destinations, Parks, Arch/Riverfront

7.

Do you agree with the proposed priority pedestrian corridors?
a. Yes
b. Yes, with a few adjustments
c. No, with a few exceptions
d. No

8.

I would walk Downtown more if (choose all that apply)
a. Pedestrian corridors had better lighting
b. There were better designed sidewalks and street crossings Downtown
c. There were more retail and restaurants Downtown
d. There were more parklets Downtown
e. There were more events Downtown
f. There is no reason that I would walk more Downtown
g. Other

9.

Which of the following pedestrian amenities would you most like to see Downtown?
a. Enhanced lighting
b. Better wayfinding
c. Street plantings
d. Street furniture (benches, trashcans, etc.)
e. Public art
f. Enhanced landscaping
g. Decorative signage/branding

10. Do you agree with the proposed bike network?
a. Yes
b. Yes, with a few adjustments
c. No, with a few exceptions
d. No
11. I would bike Downtown more if…
a. There were more on-street, protected , bicycle facilities Downtown
b. There were more on-street, protected bicycle facilities connecting Downtown to other parts of the Metro
area
c. Street pavement were better
d. There were a bike share program
e. There were more bike parking Downtown
f. There is no reason that I would bike more Downtown
g. Other
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12. Which of the following bicycle facilities would you like to see Downtown?
a. Separated bike lanes
b. Protected bike lanes
c. Separated two-way cycle track
d. Bike lanes
e. Enhanced bike parking
f. Bike Share (membership based bicycle rental program)
g. Other
13. Are there any corridors Downtown that you think should ONLY be for cars (e.g. no bike lanes)?

14. When taking transit, how to you find you plan your route?
a. Metro’s app
b. Metro’s website
c. Google Maps
d. Waze
e. I do not take transit
f. Other
15. I would use transit Downtown more if (choose all that apply)…
a. There were more routes
b. There were more frequent stop locations
c. It came to stops more frequently
d. Real time transit information was available
e. Enhanced marketing on how to use transit
16. Which of the following transit amenities would you like to see Downtown?
a. Easier-to-read signage
b. Bus shelters
c. Benches at stops
d. Public art
e. Trash cans
f. Real-time information
g. Easier fare payment
h. More reliable bus service
i.
Greater law enforcement presence
j.
Other
17. During a typical day - traffic congestion in Downtown St. Louis is generally:
a. Surprisingly light
b. Reasonable for a Downtown Area
c. Heavy and needs to be addressed
d. During special events
18. During special events (e.g., after a Cardinals Game) - traffic congestion in Downtown St. Louis is generally:
a. Surprisingly light
b. Reasonable for a Downtown Area
c. Heavy and needs to be addressed
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19. What traffic issues are most important to address in Downtown St. Louis:
a. Traffic signal timing during a typical day
b. Traffic signal timing during special events
c. Information for road closures during special events
d. Paving & general maintenance/road condition
e. Signage to the freeway and other locations
f. Other
20. I often park Downtown…
a. At on street meters
b. In parking garages
c. In parking lots
d. In a reserved building lot
e. I do not park Downtown
21. Downtown parking prices are:
a. Surprisingly low
b. About right
c. Too high
22. Is parking adequate in the study area?
a. Yes, there is enough parking, and it is in the right location
b. Yes, there is enough parking, but it is not in the right location
c. No, there is not enough parking
d. No, there is too much parking
23. Which of these improvements do you think have the highest priority? (Pick three)
a. Priority pedestrian corridors
b. Enhanced bicycle facilities
c. Enhanced transit networks
d. Improved traffic flow
e. District connections
f. District branding
24. Do you have any other comments related to the Downtown Multimodal Study?

Thank you for taking the time to provide your input.
Your feedback is important to us and crucial to the study.
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Engagement Week 2 Website:
One recurring theme that the planning team kept hearing during the second week of stakeholder engagement
was the desire to have all of the information that was available at the workshop also available online. In an effort
to broadcast the planning process to a wider audience and encourage more feedback on our survey, we
launched a project website in October 2017. The website shared all the information that was available at the
workshops, including general project information, where we were with the multimodal study, as well as next steps.
The full website is available at: www.downtownstltransportationstudy.com. Screenshots of the website are
included here.
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Walkabout Routes & Form:
These forms were handed out at the stakeholder engagement week in September. Participants were
encouraged to take a walking tour with members of the planning team but could also take the form with them
to notice things as they were in Downtown. Three routes were planned throughout Downtown, and they included
streets that had emerged as priority corridors, or hot spot locations. Two of the routes also included the use of
public transit. Route maps are below, and the inventory form that participants were encouraged to use is
included after the route maps.
Route 1
Market, Gateway Mall, Arch, Central Business District, Washington Avenue, 14th Street, Chestnut
(2.7 miles)

Directions:
1. East on Market to 4th Street
2. North on 4th to Olive
3. West on Olive to 7th Street
4. North on 7th to Washington Ave.
5. Washington Ave. to 14th Street
Stops:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Tucker & Market
Kiener Plaza
Luther Ely Smith Square/Courthouse
7th and Washington
Chestnut & 14th
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Route 2
Entertainment District & Public Transit (2.3 miles & Metrolink ride)

Directions:
1. West on Market to 18th Street
2. South on 18th to Clark Ave.
3. East on Clark Ave to Broadway
4. South on Broadway to Chouteau Ave.
5. East on Chouteau to 4th Street
6. North on Chouteau to Walnut
7. South on Walnut to Metrolink Stadium station
8. Ride Metrolink westbound to the Union Station stop
Stops:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Civic Center Transit Center
Clark at Ballpark Village
4th and Chouteau
Metrolink Stadium Station
Union Station
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Route 3
Convention Center, Downtown Trolley, Bike Commuter Station, Olive & 20th (2.4 miles & #99 Ride)

Directions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

East on Market to 14th
South on 14th to the Civic Center Transit Station
Board the #99 Downtown Trolley
Ride the bus & get off at the Convention Center
West on Washington to 10th
South on 10th (stop at Locust to see bike commuter station) to Olive
West on Olive to 20th
North on 20th to Delmar
South on 20th to Market
East on Market back to SLDC

Stops:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Civic Center Transit Center
Convention Center
Bike Commuter Station
Olive and 20th
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Walkabout Inventory Form:
Items to consider at all the stops:
• Pedestrian
o Are crosswalks clearly marked and easy to navigate?
o Do pedestrian signals exist? Countdown timer or audible?
o Are pedestrian connections clearly labeled as a logical route to navigate?
o Are people out walking around?
o Do pedestrian scale lights exist?
o What pedestrian amenities can be added to enhance the pedestrian experience?
o Do you feel comfortable navigating the area as a pedestrian?
o Other thoughts/ideas?

•

Bike
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Are bike facilities present?
If bike facilities are present, what type of facility? (shared lane markings, signage, bike lanes,
etc.)
Are the bike facilities clearly labeled and provide a logical connection for cyclists?
Are people biking near the stop?
What bicycle amenities should be added to enhance the biking experience at this location?
Should this location be a place where we encourage biking?
Would you feel comfortable navigating the area by bike?
Other thoughts/ideas?

•

Vehicle
o Do vehicles generally seem to be obeying traffic laws at the stop? (not speeding, illegal turn
movements, running a light, etc.)
o Is the stop heavily used as an auto area?
o Would you feel safe driving a car at the stop?
o Signals seem timed to efficiently move cars through the area?
o The stop has adequate signage to guide motorists through the area?
o Other thoughts/ideas?

•

Transit
o Are transit stops present at the stop?
o If transit stops are present, what amenities are included (signs, bench, trash can, shelter,
landscaping, etc.)
o Are people waiting at the transit stop?
o Would you feel safe at the transit stop/boarding the public transportation?
o Is the transit stop an exciting place? Would you want to wait there for a period of time?
o What amenities would enhance the transit stop?
o There is adequate signage about how to utilize the transit/where the stop is located?
o Other thoughts/ideas?
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•

General Condition/Repair
o What is the condition of the stop?
o Is the pavement in good condition? Are there potholes, utility patches, etc.?
o Is the sidewalk in good condition? Are there any tripping hazards, disconnected sidewalk, etc.?
o Is signage in good condition? Is there any graffiti, broken signs, etc.?
o Is the area clean? Is trash/debris in the area?
o Are pavement markings in good condition?
o What is the general condition of surrounding buildings & nearby places?
o Given the general condition of the area, do you feel secure?
o Other thoughts/ideas?

•

ADA
o
o
o
o
o

Does the stop appear to be ADA compliant? (curb ramps, pedestrian signals and push button
locations, truncated dome, etc.)?
Is signage in the area easy to read for someone with vision problems?
Is the stop an area that someone in a wheelchair can easily pass through?
What amenities/updates would update the ADA quality of the area?
Other thoughts/ideas?

•

Placemaking
o Does unique signage/branding exist?
o Is the area an exciting place to be?
o Are people out in the environment experiencing the City?
o When you are at this location, do you know where you are (for example, when you go to the
Grove in St. Louis, you know you are in the Grove)
o Is public art present?
o Is landscaping present?
o Are the storefronts exciting to pedestrians? Do they make the spot a great place to be?
o Other thoughts/ideas?

•

Security
o Do you feel comfortable at the stop?
o Are additional security features present (cameras)?
o Do you see police patrolling the area?
o How are the police patrolling the area travelling? Bike, car, walking?
o Do you feel as though the activity happening in the area is an activity that should be happening
Downtown?
o Is the area adequately lit?
o Other thoughts/ideas?
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3. PUBLIC OPEN HOUSE
After refining the hierarchy of street maps and further developing conceptual plans for the hot spot locations,
we held a public open house in January 2018. The open house was held in the City Hall Rotunda on January 19
from 8am – 2pm. The format of the open house was a drop in style day, where guests were able to come discuss
our recommendations and leave any final feedback. While we did not collect the names and contact
information of everyone that attended, it is estimated we had around 100 attendees. Many of these individuals
had been involved during the planning process, but there was also foot traffic from City Hall employees and
visitors. We had multiple elected officials join us prior to the Board of Aldermen meeting.
We had boards set up throughout the rotunda with tables for our mode maps (bike, pedestrian, transit, vehicular)
and two tables set up for our hot spot location strip maps (Clark and Tucker). Images of these boards and maps
are included. Full size maps and concept drawings of the strip maps are available via an electronic file transferred
to the City of St. Louis.

Informational Boards:
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These boards gave background information for attendees on the Downtown Multimodal Plan and the planning
process.
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Recommendations Boards:
These boards gave recommendations and planning level concepts, including cross sections, for implementation
in Downtown St. Louis, overlaid on the hierarchy of streets maps.
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